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The idea that this cover can be classified as a Hotel Post cover
in reverse is derived from the fact that Mrs Tyndale would have been
staying at the Belalp Hotel of which Alp Lusgen is an annexe. It can
also be argued that the reason for the high charge being made for the
delivery was necessitated by the bad weather at the time which made
it difficult for the postman to get to the destination.
All in all a cover with a story to tell and perhaps somebody may
wish to correct me should my assumptions not be 100 per cent accurate.
G W Hubbard
Commenting on 'Thinking out aloud' by Fred Lesser - HNL, December 1986
Our member across the pond is certainly not showing his age or
being cantankerous. Effectively, he is just throwing a different
light on a subject which has been echoed by me and others for at
least ten years. Basically we have all been saying "where are all
the young collectors?" Most of the arguments usually run as follows:
child starts collecting at about 10 years of age and keeps it going
until about 15 when he/she discovers the opposite sex. By 20 marriage
and at 22 a child. It is not until the young collecter reaches 40
and by chance sees a stamp shop that curiosity takes over again.
They dig out their old collections and start again. Unfortunately
stamps that were lp (or 1d) are now 50p to El; therefore many 'reborn' collectors do not stick with the hobby.
The young generation of today will not collect stamps to help
them with Geography, History, Politics or Language as all this can
be learnt by the latest craze - computers. These come in all shapes
and sizes (and prices). They teach games - that mean nothing, they
can teach knowledge provided one is prepared to learn the computer
language and take up lateral thinking, and they can store information.
However this informatioh has to be input before it can be extracted,
hence the phrase 'rubbish in = rubbish out'.
The only real way to get new young blood is to advertise, and
Mr Lesser has hit upon an excellent way that this may be accomplished.
Photographs of the exhibits. As he rightly points out, Art Galleries
do it, and for their trouble they receive increased attendances, and
when works of art come under the hammer they usually sell for much
more than the estimate simply because more people know about what
is being sold; therefore they come out of the woodwork to try and
own the masterpiece in question.
Concerning his point suggesting that the cynic will inform you
that all is known that is to be known about this and that, I do
not necessarily agree that it is Man's inquisitiveness that produces
'new finds'. We all pick up snippets of information from time to
time, many of us write these down for future reference. The sad
thing is simply that the writer of these notes assumes everybody
knows and therefore never *(or rarely) puts pen to paper to list
these small pieces of information. I am sure we all have reams of
paper filled with notes that have never been published. It is on
this point I shall conclude my comments, but with the obvious
request; if you have any notes, please share tham. This way our
new Editor will have lots of material for future issues and, furthermore we will all learn more.
Geoff Hubbard
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H. L. KATCHER

Switzet

The Amateur Collector Ltd
PO BOX 242

LONDON N2 OYZ
Telephone: 01-348 0296

One of the most difficult tasks for a Specialist Dealer is to find rare and unusual material
in his field, at the same time maintaining the highest standard of quality at reasonable
prices. Through 40 years experience and world-wide connections we often succeed in this and
as further evidence offer below a truly scarce assembly of material. The connoisseur will
not miss this opportunity to acquire what he needs.

POSTAGE DUE
TELEGRAPH 84
FRANK STAMPS
POSTAGE DUES
la
2
2
31I/K
3IIa/K
4B
4IIg/K
8
9
160b/K
160b/K
17Da/N
17Da/N
180b/K
21 Da
21Da/N
22Da/K
22Da/K
18Ea/K
22F/N
22F/N
15G-21G
15Ga/N
18G
20G
20Gc
21Ga
238-28B
288
23B-28B
29-37
38-41
42-49
50-53
54y-61y
50-53

BLOCKS OF FOUR

E 18.00
deep blue, superb mint
5.00
E
superb mint
7.50
E
fine used
luxury used, one center
E 65.00
cancellation
E 47.50
superb mint
E 30.00
superb used
E 85.00
superb mint
E 50.00
superb used
superb used, Swiss Central
E 160.00
Railway cancellation
E 12.50
superb mint
E 17.50
superb used
E 62.50
superb mint
fine used (2 frame N,
E 14.00
2 frame K)
E 15.00
superb used
E 325.00
superb mint (2 N, 2 K)
E 45.00
fine used
E 400.00
superb mint
E 60.00
fine used
E 47.50
superb mint
fine mint but hinges a
Only E 350.00
little heavy.
E 100.00
fine used
superb mint set (mixed
E 135.00
shades and frames)
4.50
E
fine used
luxury used, center
E 17.50
cancelled. (3 N, 1 K)
E 25.00
fine used (3 N, 1 K)
E 25.00
superb used. (2 N, 2 K)
luxury used, center
E 20.00
cancelled. (3 N, 1 K)
E 220.00
superb mint set
E 13.50
fine used. (3 N, 1 K)
E 80.00
superb used set
E 25.00
superb used set
luxury used set, center
E 35.00
cancelled
E 15.00
ditto.
E 65.00
ditto
E 30.00
ditto
E 24.00
unmounted mint set

POSTAGE DUES
6
7IIc/N
7IIc/K
7IIc/K
13/K
21a/K
21a/K
21a/N
22a/N
20Db/K
21Ea/K
22F/N

22Ga

28B
1-9

deep ultramarine, fine mint E 125.00
mint
E 160.00
fine mint
E 170.00
superb mint
E 250.00
fine used
E 200.00
superb mint
E 210.00
luxury used
E 185.00
mint
E 425.00
mint, very slight thinning.
(Cat. E 900.00)
Only E 200.00
fine mint
E 52.50
E 50.00
superb mint
magnificent unmounted mint
BLOCK OF NINE from left
sheet margin with register
oblong. Exceptional center-..
E 750.00
ing for a large multiple
unmounted mint horizontal
pair . Rare TYPE I se-tenant
£1300.00
with normal Type II!
E 30.00
superb used BLOCK OF TEN
(without No.2) superb set
with the rare DIAGONAL LARGE
E 200.00
SPECIMEN OVERPRINT

FRANCHISE
lc
2A-7A
2A-7A
28-78
2B-7B

8-10
8-10
11A-13A
11A-13A
1113-13B
14Ay-16Ay
14Ay-16Ay
14By-16By
148z-168z

BLOCKS OF FOUR

(1870/1 War) superb mint,
from upper sheet margin.
superb mint
superb used
superb mint
superb used (even single
used sets are extremely rare,
in multiples they are among
the most elusive modern
items).
superb mint
superb used
superb mint
superb used
superb used (same note
applies as for 2B-7B)
superb mint
superb used
superb used
su p erb used

FRANCHISE
28-7B
11B-13B

SINGLES AND MULTIPLES

superb used
superb used

E
E
E
E

250.00
110.00
18.50
110.00

E
E
E
E
f

740.00
110.00
34.00
42.50
13.50

E
E
E
E
E

870.00
19.50
30.00
30.00
9.75

SINGLES
E 175.00
E 210.00
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New Issues
TELEGRAPH. STAMPS
This section contains very rare and unusual
material. For instance, prior to this offer
we have only seen three USED blocks of four
over a period of nearly 40 years. They are
so rare that they are not even .listed in the
Zumstein Catalogue.. The two complete telegram forms deserve a little explanation:
Both were despatched on the same 'day from
Niederurnen (Glarus) by different senders
and addressed to different recipients in
e: *Train
Zurich - both gave the same messag
s
is truly
It
!!
ow
tomorr
travel
will
led
cancel
remarkable that these two documents should
have stayed together for 118 years. Although
we offer these singly, we hope they find a
home in the same collection.
BLOCKS OF FOUR: (see note above)
fine used, slight perf. crease
14
f 100.00
at top left
f 150.00
superb used
15
f 110.00
superb used
16
f 110.00
used
SIX)
of
(block
17
f 160.00
superb used
18
13-18 unmounted mint with sheet
f 100.00
margins
above)
note
(see
COMPLETE TELEGRAM FORMS:
With horizontal pair of No.2
f 650.00
,
from Niederurnen. Superb
With No. 3. From Niederurnen.
f 650.00
Superb.
PART TELEGRAM FORMS:

•

THREE-COLOUR FRANKING: No.5 (single
& strip of 3), 14 (2 singles)'& 18
f 80.00
(strip of 5)
(2
17
No.15,
NG:
FRANKI
COLOUR
THREE50.010
singles) & 18 (4 singles)
FOUR-COLOUR FRANKING: No.5 (strip of
f 90.00
4 A single), 13, 15 & 16
FOUR-COLOUR FRANKING: No.14 (pair),
f 80.00
17 & 18 (pair)
15,
,
Nos.13
NG:
FRANKI
OLOUR
FIVE-C
f 75.00
16, 17; also 18 (strip of 5)
FIVE-COLOUR FRANKING: Nos 13, 14,
f 60.00
15, 16 & 18
SIX-COLOUR FRANKING: No.5 (pair),
13, 14, 15, 17; also 18 (strip of 3) f 100.00
SIX-COLOUR FRANKING: No.5 (pair), 13
f 100.00
15, 16, 17 & 18

1987 Preliminary Stamp
Programme
Value (c )
10 31987

35
50
80

90
110

Specials I

50th Anniversary of the mobile post office
450th Anniversary of Lausanne University
150th Anniversary of the Swiss Society of
Engineers and Architects
Geneva-Airport Railway Link
Bimillenary of Baden Spa
Definitives (Mail transport>

20
30
45
50
60
26 5 1987

50/90

Mule post
Mail coach
Ship's post
Today's postman
Loading airmail dispatches
Europa CEPT

Modern Art and Architecture
Pro Patria

35 + 15
50 + 20
80 + 40
90 + 40
4 9 1987

35
50
90

Treasures of Swiss Museums:
<Rustic Furniture)
Wall Cupboard, Musee du Vieux Pays
d'Enhaut, Château d'Oex
Chest, Rhaetian Museum, Chur
Cradle, Museo di Valmaggia, Cevio
Cupboard, Neues Museum, St. Gallen
Specials II

Centenary of the Swiss Master
Butchers'Association
50th Anniversary of the Stamp Day
Centenary of the Swiss Dairy Farming
Association
200 Years of Tourism in Switzerland

360
24 111987

25 + 10
35 + 15
50 + 20
80 + 40
90 + 40

4 values: 50/80/90/140 c.
sheet
Pro Juventute

<Development of the Child>
Christmas Motif
Pre-school Age

Fr. 23.80
This list is subject to change

POSTMARKS:
16

17
18

luxury used horizontal pair
with straight line cancel of
f 175.00
GIORNICO (Ticino)
straight line cancel of
£ 15.00
THALWEIL (Zurich)
strip of three with straight
60.00
line cancel of THALWEIL (Zurich)

INLAND COLLECTORS PLEASE ADD
15% VAT TO ALL PRICES.
Our Great Strength Is
The Ability. To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd

STOP PRESS
40th ANNIVERSARY COVERS
LIMITED EDITION
There are only 80 franked and
100 unstamped remaining for sale
65p each
franked
at cost:
unstamped 45p each
Some covers will be reserved for
overseas members but their orders
MUST be received by let April.
Orders to the Secretary, please.
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AIRMAILS - THE FIRST SIXTY YEARS
An outstanding display of airmail
covers was shown by Mr D Cairns at
the December meeting of the Northern Group.
Publicity and postal material
for the semi-official air displays
and flights during 1900-1913 was
followed by items covering the
period 1 919-1960, and the history
of Ad Astra and Balair to their
amalgamation to form Swissair in

1931.
Mail carried within Switzerland
between 1923 and 1949 including
items from one-day meetings, air
displays and exhibitions followed.
The display was rounded off by the
development of airmail services
outside Europe, particularly after
1945, and included items from the
South American services operated
by Aeropostale, Lufthansa and the
Graf Zepplin.
Mr Cairns reminded members that
an airmail label on an early item
was no guarantee that it had been
carried all the way by air; flights
were only during the summer, never
at night and frequently subject 10
weather delays. 1934 saw the first
Swissair night service, mail only,
and the first winter service was
to London in December 1935.
After giving details of the
rates, surcharges and cancellations,
Mr Cairns explained how to trace
the route by the receiving and
transit marks, before finishing
with a short reference to modern
airmail covers. This interesting
and well-presented display was
greatly appreciated by everyone
R A H
present.
Northern Group member Mr P Vaughan
won the Postal History Trophy at
the recent North Western Convention
with a display of Swiss TPOs and
his son, Haydn, carried off the
Junior Trophy with a display covering Swiss history, landscape and
transport.
R A H

January 1987

Forthcoming Meetings
LONDON MEETINGS FOR 1987
At the Victory Services Club,
Seymour Street, Marble Arch, at
6 p.m. for 6.30 p.m., Wednesdays.
11
11
8
13

Feb
Mar
Apr
May

CLASSICS - Mr A S Newall
TPOs - Mr L E Stiles
ANNUAL COMPETITION
ODDS & ENDS - All members

Please sign in at the Porter's
desk when you arrive.

•
Members living out of town who
are not already members of the
Victory Services Club should ask
for details; all ex-service men
and women may join for a modest
annual fee and can then use the
accommodation when staying overnight in London (also spouses).

•

-

•

DATES FOR NEW DIARIES:
It is not too late to prepare an
entry for the Annual Competition
of the Northern Group on Feb 7th.
The March meeting, also on the 7th
will be a display by the Secretary
Mr R A Hoyle, of the Cross and
Figure and the Standing Helvetia
issues. The AGM will be held on
April 4th.

•

•

Switzerland from Hannibal is
the title of the display to be
given by Mr B Hampton to the
Bath Philatelic Society on .
Wednesday 11th February. The
meeting will be in the Bath
Postal Museum, 8 Broad Street
at 7.30 p.m. Visitors welcome.

•

Members who will be giving
displays of Swiss material to
local societies are invited to
send details for inclusion in
the Newsletter to enable other
members to turn out in support.
•

4

The Association of Austrian
Philatelic Societies has awarded
our member, Mr J F Giblin, a
medal for Philatelic Research.
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but the curved lines are mirror(S), the MPO cancels with cachet
imaged. The 30c just to give a
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but a special cover is used. Has
by this philatelic house.
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can be commemorated with a stamp,
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not to mention the Did You Know
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be, but that is another story) and
(postage 3p ).
therefore put only 18p and not 22p
If you are in London or Leeds
on letters. HPS members are better
you can attend meetings as well
informed, but no tax is asked for.

Help!

T
162[,1

similar to
Any members having items with cancels
the Secretary
to
this are asked to send photocopies
the member
or the Editor. They will be sent on to
usage.
carrying out the research into their
DJD
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! Books

J. S. ARMSTRONG
_

IT

An essential addition to members'
book collections is the new work
by Georges Valko, 'Uber die
Frankaturen 1882 bis 1907'. The
study of cancellations of this
period follows his book of 1974
on Sitting Helvetia cancels.
The tables of different tarifs
alone make it indispensable for
research in this field. The 24
plates in colour are themselves
worth detailed study and should
encourage members to look more
closely at their collections.
PH

Ober die Frankaturen

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Georges Valko

1882 bis 1907

Z
STEEN!

CONTENTS
Postal tariffs for: letters, postcards, registration, legal
documents, express delivery, newspapers, printed matter ? samples,
monetary matters (Nachnahme, Mandates), receipts.
Regulations concerning: franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of mail, free-post.
Cancellation conditions: special types of postage, philatelic
mail and much more.
The book has 62 pages of text, many illustrated, and 24 pages of
plates in full colour. Price SFR 35- + post SFR 4.90
(airmail SFR 7.45)

Please order direct from: ZUMSTEIN + CIE, Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, Postfach 2585
CH-3001 B E R N, Switzerland
Do you know our monthly journal the ' BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG'?
If not, please write for a free specimen copy, without obligation.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics Chichester Ltd., Chichester, GB
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110c - Bimillenary of Baden Spa. Probably pre-historic, it was certainly
used by the Romans as has been shown by excavations. After the fall of
the Roman Empire it remained undiscovered until the Middle Ages since
when it has been in regular use by people seeking a 'cure'.
The series of definitives 'Postal Transport through the Ages', started
last autumn, is completed by the following five values:
20c - Mule Post, most often used in the Valais before roads could carry
wheeled traffic. They were often used in convoys or 'trains'.

30c - Mail Coach. These famous black and yellow, horse-drawn mail coaches
were a familiar sight on alpine roads, carrying both mail and passengers
as late as the 1960s.
45c - Ship's Post, shown here by an early paddle steamer, the ideal
means of communication on Switzerland's many lakes.
50c - Today's Postman, in the new uniform and showing the familiar roadside house delivery boxes to the standard PTT design.
60c - Loading Air Mail Despatches, the fastest link in the world-wide
chain of postal services.

The first mobile post office entered service at the 14th Geneva Motor
Show on 12th March 1937. To commemorate the 50th Anniversary the PTT
will have two mobile post offices at this year's show. The latest type
of MPO will enter service on the 12th March and a special cancellation,
illustrated here, will be used. Members wishing to send items or stamps
for cancelling should send them to arrive by 10th March at the latest to:
Direction d'arrondissement postal, "Cinquantenaire du bureau de
poste automobile", CH-1211 Geneve 1, Switzerland.
A correctly stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed for their return.

1211987
..;1111
Ird
1937-1987

,

_.. ,. , .,

asS,

Oi dem0

The information on these two pages has been freely translated from
the PTT Amtsblatt. Any members wishing to have photocopies of the
full information, in English, issued by the PTT Philatelic Bureau,
when available, should send two 13p stamps to cover postage and
costs, to the Honorary Secretary, G W Hubbard.
STAMPEX - March 3rd to 8th. Members can meet, as usual, at Stand 36 by
courtesy of Mr Katcher. The editor hopes to be there on the
Wednesday and looks forward to seeing other members.
PH
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Northern Group Report
On January 10th, on a very cold
and frosty day, a large gathering of Northern Group members
were entertained by Mr and Mrs
Gilchrist at their home at Poolin-Wharfedale. The main item on
display was Mr Gilchrist's 60sheet award-winning entry on
the 'Red Cross Tracing Service'
from the recent exhibition at
Kreuzlingen. Members were delighted to hear that this superb entry, full of unusual material, had won a large silver
.
medal and special award of a 201'
Swiss coin. I am sure that all
readers will extend their congratulations to Mr Gilchrist on
his success.
Mr Gilchrist talked to members about his visit to the
exhibition and discussed some
of the points which had to be
taken into consideration when
entering an exhibition in Switzerland, explaining how these
differed in emphasis from local
and county competitions in G B.
Members were also able to
look through Mr Gilchrist's
extensive and varied stock,
finding many tempting and interesting items.
RAH

Können Sie folgendes lesen?
Sind Sie bereit kurze Texte -300/
500 Worte- aus dem Deutschen ins
Englische zu abersetzen um neue
Forschingsarbeit zu förden und auch
zweideutige Texte die in Katalogen
erscheinen
Sekretär.
?

G W Hubbard,

Report of the London Meeting 14.1 87
Apologies for absence were received
from Mr & Mrs Lee, Mrs Rawnsley,
Mr Mistely, Mr Stiles, Mr Bulstrode
and Mrs Scholey.
The arctic weather conditions,
more reminiscent of the Alps than
London, had an adverse effect on the
attendance. There were, therefore,
few present to see the excellent
display of Postal Stationery put on
by the Chairman. Mr Pickard was quick
to point out that the material on
show had not been seen by members
before.
In order to do full justice to
the subject, one had to follow a very
long road - tonight was to be the
turn of the side streets. These were
many and varied passing from Letter
receipts from 1850, Telegram Envelopes and packets for re-directed
mail to a UPU card with all values.
Then followed Reply cards with
private overprints, privately printed
cards by Benziger with colourless
embossing on the stamp and overSLEY
RAWN
J
E
Mrs
prints by this same company on Official Cards. Next a very nice Prithanks everyone who sent cards
vate Postcard used by a adrich Newsand greetings for Christmas.
paper to select the best stamp
More than ever this time, many
design, a Zumstein card showing the
with kind messages and expressRayon III and even a 1922 Official
ions of goodwill for 1987, all
card signed by Alex de Reuterskiöldl
of which are greatly appreciHe went on to show private station
ated and reciprocated.
ery overprinted by the PTT and with
PTT meter cancels and followed this
The Society, in the persons of
with an un-franked Official PTT cardMessrs Pashby & Stiles, visited
therefore no stamp. Also in this
Basildon PS on 20th Jan. They
'street' were Change of Address cardE
entertained their hosts with
and Service cards. The item to end
selections from their collections
were Nachnahme cards and Einzuginc. early PJ issues, pre-stamp
mandat forms. All in all a truly
covers, the earlier Federal
GWH
magnificent display.
issues and Bundesfeier cards. LES
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1907/09 HELVETIA BUST
£ 50.00
1)
1907 Essay,Bust facing left. Die proof. (fig.1
blue colour,
1907 Die proof, Bust facing right, in unissued
£175.00
blocked corners without values. (fig.4).
)
stamp
10c.
issued
of
r
(colou
red
in
ditto, 4 Die proofs
ture Sheet; the first stamp with .
printed in form of Minia
15c.(fig.7) , £425.00
blocked corners, the other 3 as 10c.,12c. andNo.
£150.00
120,
tein
Zums
of
colour
issued
in
proof
Die
1909 final
1924 ARMS TYPE
Fr.1.20 black proof On white art paper without central cross,
£100.00
from a trial sheet of 25, IMPERF. (fig.5)
n.
margi
sheet
ned
unclea
with
ditto, a corner block of four
£500.00
(fig.1)
issued stamps:
Perforated trials on gummed watermarked paper as used for
.
NING
Fr.2.- TrialArcissOed colour but the CENTRAL CROSS REMAI
£275.00
(fig.2)
WHITE
£180.00
)
(fig.2
ditto, in colour of the issued 90c. stamp
£180.00
(fig.2)
stamp
0
Fr.1.2
issued
the
of
r
colou
in
ditto,
£190.00
(fig.2)
ditto, in colour of the issued Fr.1.50 stamp
Colour trials with normal cross in background colour:
£120.00
Fr.1.50 in colour of the issued 90c. stamp
£120.00
0
Fr.1.2
the
of
r
colou
issued
ditto, in the
£175.00
Fr.2.the
of
r
ditto, in the issued colou
mint,
stamp
issued
l
norma
es
(Prices of the above 7 items includ
for comparison)
Colour trials in unissued colours:
£100.00
Fr.1.50 magenta and red on pale magenta
£100.00
Fr.1.50 slate grey and red on light grey
£125.00
Fr.1.50 dark green and red on green
a
From
RF.
IMPE
but
o.165)
(Cat.N
stamp
Fr.1.50 the issued
£475.00
trial sheet of 25
1932 DISARMAMENT
figure
Circular Die
of value. On gummed paper. (fig.9)
partly cleaned
ditto, but on art paper, the circular surround
5c.,10c.
Die proof in black on thick art paper, for the issued
a
of
form
in
er
togeth
d
printe
s:
stamp
and 20c.
"Miniature Sheet"
on Lake
1880 Essay depicting Tells Chapel with mountains
Lucerne. Black Die proof with simulated perforations
(fig.6)
the
1880 ROtli Essays; Die proofs in black, recess printed;
normally
ut
proof in black prior to cleaning, witho

also the
stamp lithographed in red on cardboard;
3. (design similar
seen finally amended essay. Group of
to fig.8)
colours
ditto, the same group of 3 in different

DESIGN
the normal oneising
compr
group
nding
1891 ROtli Essay, outsta
colour print plus the 2 and 3•colour prints. (similar
to fig.8)
1891 Mil Essay PERFORATED (fig.8).
d in form
1933 Post Office Competition Essays by Rdsli printe
g the 9
of a Miniature Sheet, in photogravure. Amon
designs is one for the League of Nations. Artaria entry.
1942 Public Competition Essays, the famous Pauland cream on
5 designs printed in photogravure in sepia
(fig.10)
art paper in form of a Miniature Sheet
ted
ditto, but the 5 stamps in different colours, singly moun
on cardboard (as figure 10)

£350.00
£350.00
£350.00
£150.00

£175.00
£175.00

1880/1942 LANDSCAPE

£425.00
£100.00
£350.00
£300.00
£300.00
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A FURTHER READING BETWEEN THE LINES

February 1987
David J Dixey

At the end of his note on the Tyndalk cover (Jan. HNL) Geoff Hubbard
invited comments. It would be useful, first, to review the relevant UPU
Regulations and Articles in force at the time.
Regulation III 2. Unpaid or insufficiently paid correspondence shall, in
addition, be impressed with the stamp 'T' (tax to be paid), the application of which shall devolve upon the office of the country of origin.
Article V(Paris Congress of 1878, effective 1 April 1879). In the case
of insufficient payment, correspondence of every kind is liable to a
charge equal to double the amount of the deficiency, to be paid by the
addressees.
Regulation VII When an article is insufficiently pre-paid by means of
postage stamps the despatching office indicates in black figures, by
the side of the postage stamps, the amount of the deficiency expressing
it in francs and centimes.
Now how should the various markings and charges be interpreted? it
appears to be a correctly paid letter, UK 2id foreign letter rate, effective since the establishment of the UPU. Yet the handstruck 'T' indicates that it is underpaid. This handstamp (No 2313 in Mackay's Surcharged Mail of the British Isles, 1984) had been introduced into the
Foreign Branch of the GPO in the 1870s. (Information not available to
Herr Bommeli.)
However, I would suggest the key item of the cover is the interpretation of the manuscript, underlined 3. I am convinced that this indicates
a heavy letter of the third weight step. Remember that the 2id foreign
letter rate was for items up to ioz; a third weight step letter would
only be between 1 and 1-oz.
The cover would, therefore, be underpaid by 5d; the London Foreign
Branch indicated 50 (centimes) in accordance with Regulation VII. In
Switzerland the manuscript 100 was applied to collect the due at the
double rate according to Article V. In Brig the charge was collected
using the 100c postage due label.
If my interpretation of the 3 is correct this has the advantage of
logically explaning the other markings and charges.
Is any member aware of agreements for marking weight steps on such
the first 3 I have seen. This
mail? I have examples of 2 but this
interpretation seems more logical than extra payment due to adverse
weather conditions necessitating the charge.

is

We understand from Roland Kohl, President of the Schweizerischer
Aerophilatelisten Verein, that the next edition of the "Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch" should be published in 1989.
Already Herr Kohl and the SAV Committee are collecting notes for
additions and corrections. He asks that anyone who uses the handbook
D Cairns
and who is aware of any inaccuracies should let him know.
The address to which to write is:
Roland F Kohl, Schweiz. Aerophilatelisten Verein,
Postfach 1359, CH-8058 Zürich-Flughafen, Switzerland.

POSTCODES - Do we have yours? Is it correct as shown on your Newsletter envelope? If not please return the envelope with
the correct postcode to the Honorary Secretary.
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DID YOU KNOW?
-

that the illustration shows
the first K cancel for Liechtenstein. During 1987 all the
other 10 POs i/41;aND4
will also
get theirs.
-1-2.87-8
The building shown
Nu: er
housed the
•••
,1/47"
first PO
1.1E°
outside Vaduz,
and is now a farmhouse again.
- that it was only in 1853,
in Zürich, that the houses in
eadh street were numbered to
aid postal & other deliveries.
Previously only the house
name and perhaps the street
were used officially. In 1800
there were 1100 house names
in use, many dating back to
the Middle Ages and of great
historical interest.
- that part of the immense
amount of work being done by
enthusiasts to get the 'FO'
steam trains back In service
to Gletch and beyond, has been
to locate the four engines
sold to French Indo-China in
1947. They have now found two,
in poor condition, as left
when the Americans destroyed
the line 18 years ago during
the Vietnam war.
- that the Swiss Coil Collectors Club has issued an authoritative listing of the different types of ATM (Frama)
labels of Switzerland. Copies
can be obtained by sending
the return postage to Herr
J Schalch, Postfach 4,
CH-8862 Schftbelbach.
- that Ernest A Kehr, one
of the great philatelic
journalists, especially for
aerophilately, has died in
New York. He was an international jury member and an
RDP. He will be sadly missed
by his many friends.
m 7:?,,i-harfnnrri
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J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055
STILL NOT PAID YOUR SUBSCRIPTION?
Someone would be
knocking on your
door for it if this
was Switzerland!
NACHNAHME is the name of the game.
To those who have never experienced
it, it is Swiss for 'C 0 D' and
is widely used to collect things
such as stamp club subscriptions.
Look at the new 80c stamp, No. 740,
and you will see the postman has
a bag; this also contains the
'purse' with change in case vou
have none. A fuller explanation
will be published if anyone would
care to write it up.
Mr T H Easterbrook
It is with deep regret, that
I have to announce the death
of one of our oldest members.
Mr T H Easterbrook joined the
Society in April 1948 and had
remained active most of the
time. His daughter, to whom
condolences have been sent,
said that her father retained
all his faculties until his
peaceful death in December.
GWH
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SENSATIONAL DISCOVERY

A NEW Z No. 542

*t*I*I*14et*f*I*1*1*1*I*,*,*

H Schwarzenbach broke the news to collectors rvI"IrrvIrriww1/1171
in his 'Postgeschichte' of December last, and
.:, *4
. . , r--. illiv
i
followed by Zumstein, in the BBZ of January, I, (1)
r---N
A
,-,. .,
_.w:,.:,:'
with more details. My summary follows:
L.::: .: , .
An unknown (to us) collector discovered
12111
:•-4A2
To
this 2.50 fr. stamp on the usual white paper
1
with violet fibres, but without the phosphor
coating which is applied before printing and
:A041
.
is only visible under ultra-violet light.
LA.A.a....
k.....L.A....A
The PTT admitted that, without telling
collectors, they had printed about 5 million stamps in June 1984 on
paper left over from an order for Luxembourg ( where no stamps are
tagged). The reason given was that stocks of this parcel value were
getting low and the replacement stamp in the Zodiac series was still
7 months away, so a short run was made. Secret until now
Some mint copies have been found and Zumstein say they will supply
all their standing order customers for new issues. The trouble will be
with fine used copies as this value was seldom used on letters. You
might spot it by the duller, less redish look of the new stamp, but the
only reliable way is with a UV lamp.
!.5
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Good hunting, you might be lucky!

Ober die Frankaturen

M Rutherfoord

Georges Valko

1882 bis 1907
CONTENTS
Postal tariffs for: letters, postcards, registration, legal
documents, express delivery, newspapers, printed matter 1 samples,
monetary matters (Nachnahme, Mandates), receipts.
Regulations concerning: franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of mail, free-post.
Cancellation conditions: special types of postage, philatelic
mail and much more.
The book has 62 pages of text, many illustrated, and 24 pages of
plates in full colour. Price SFR 35- + post SFR 4.90
(airmail SFR 7.45)
Please order direct from: ZUMSTEIN + CIE, Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, Postfach 2585
CH-3001 B E R N, Switzerland
Do you know our monthly journal the 'BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG'?
If not, please write for a free specimen copy, without obligation.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics Chichester Ltd., Chichester, GB
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efficient Philatelic Bureau operat
The Swiss PTT has had a very
lic during the t939-45 war it was
Bern since 1943. Opened to the pub
tors. After the war, as people reenthusiastically received by collec
mps
ions, they started collecting sta
covered from the horrors and privat
be
ld
cou
ch
were not only something whi
again. They realised that stamps
otiable value, took up very little
collected, but that they had a neg
space and were easily transported.
around the world saw the benefits
Many other postal administrations
dy
t their staff to Switzerland to stu
to be gained from philately and sen
get
ies, in particular, were keen to
the business. The developing countr
help from the Swiss PTT.
ss postal history, staff from the
In 1965, for the firs-6 time in Swi
the
a sales and information stand at
Philatelic Bureau in Bern operated
r.
many, from 25th June to 3rd Octobe
IVA Trade Fair in München, West Ger
to
ectorate of the PTT decided
The result was so good that the Dir
and foreign exhibitions and fairs
participate in many more national
elic
both 1968 and 1969 the PTT Philat
with sales stands and displays. In
Bureau was at Stampex in London.
tions that a PTT employee had the
It was during one of these exhibi
e to cancel stamps perfectly, on
idea of a special cancelling machin
l
idea was passed on to the Mechanica
cover or on sheets of paper. The
.
apprentices developed the prototype
Section of the PTT where a team of
ing
ed on the mechanism of a sew
The Swiss Cancelling Machine is bas
it
seen it in operation will agree,
machine and, as any member who has
the
and ingenuity. A large number of
is an example of Swiss precision
ght by more than 20 foreign postal
machines were made and have been bou
administrations.
and introduce it to a wider audiIn order to publicise pthe machine,
to demonstrate it to philatelists
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TTPlw PHTT
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during the Philympia 1970 International Exhibition in London from
1 8th to 26th September. The Swiss PTT, in association with the
philatelic service of the Principality of Liechtenstein, operated a
special post office in the Swiss Centre, New Coventry Street, near
Piccadilly Circus. During the period of Philympia a Swiss postal
official, using the machine, carefully cancelled all mail that collectors and the general public placed in one of the well-known
yellow Swiss letter boxes, as long as it was correctly franked with
the appropriate stamps for it's destination. As it was not legally
possible to send mail prepaid and cancelled with Swiss stamps from a
foreign country, it was necessary to reach an agreement with the GPO
to forward the mail.
Swiss PTT officials arranged a meeting with their opposite numbers
of the GPO and reached a unique agreement. For the duration of the
Philympia 1970 it was agreed that:
- the covers would be made up as a correct air mail despatch (as if
, by the PTT in Switzerland) and labelled "From Swiss Centre, London,
to Zfiricht:
- the Swiss Centre would deliver such mails to the GPO Foreign
Service, King Edward Building, before 16.30 each day.
- these mails would be forwarded by air to Zurich by London FS with
the normal mails each day.
- details of these mails would be entered separately on Forms AV7
and all costs of conveyance would be met by the Swiss PTT.
The day the agreement was concluded the writer was the official responsible for delivering the two mail bags to the GPO (one with
Swiss items franked with Swiss stamps and the other with Liechtenstein
covers for onward transmission to Vaduz). The distance from the Swiss
Centre to the GPO King Edward Street is some 45 minutes by taxi.
More than once the writer was told by a taxi driver "I don't
carry mail, it is too dangerous for me:" Each time it was necessary
to find another taxi which made it difficult to reach King Edward
Street in time. Nevertheless luck was always with me and the mails
got there in time, reaching Bern and Vaduz in time to be forwarded
the next day by the PTT.
After my return to Bern, the GPO official who had been responsible for accepting the mailbags which I delivered to the FS sent me
a letter; he posted it in London, cancelled 8 a.m. and it reached my
office in Bern at 4 p.m. the same day - 8 hours after posting in
London. Such speed is only possible when there is good co-operation
between postal staffs.
Adriano Gervasi

The Swiss Cancelling Machine
, circle of light is used to
indicate the area where the
cancellation will be placed.

This article was originally
published in the PTT Revue,
in Italian, in 1978.
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Annual Competition will be held
Report of the London meeting
held on 11th February 1987.
on Wednesday 8th April 1987 in the
Victory Services Club at 6.45 p.m.
Mr A S Newall entertained a
good gathering for an evening
The competition, in two sections, is
entitled Swiss Classics which,
open to all members - one entry in
nce,
with true exhibitor's lice
each section. If you are not able to
was re-named 19th Century Matake your entry yourself send it by
that
terial. It was pointed out
post to the Secretary, Geoff Hubbard,
the biggest problem is to have
to arrive by Monday, 6th April.
ythe correct mix to please ever
Judging - by popular vote of all
that
ng
ythi
body by showing ever
those present, on a points system,
can be collected in this period.
therefore everyone present can gain
Rp.
6
a
Mr Newall started with
some experience of judging.
Zürich, also one on cover, with
HELVETIA SILVER CUP - Entries between
a diagram to show the five basic
eight and twelve sheets can be of
types. The Genevas, with their
any postage stamps, charity issues,
the
and
s,
different cancellation
airmail, specials, postage dues,
officials, min. sheets, flown covers
Orts Post, with a mint strip of
were
ns
four, followed. The Rayo
or anything except postal history.
represented, some of which had
Thematic entries will be judged as
the
se,
been plated and, of cour
part of the Cup Competition.
15s.
To be judged for:
small and large
The Strubels followed in abuna Philatelic knowledge and study 30
b Importance & special features 20
dance, with particular emphasis
30
c Condition (inc. rarity)
on the thickness of the papers.
20
d Presentation & arrangement
(It was mentioned that by alterbe
ing humidity and/or temperature
The cup is awarded annually, to
r
pape
k
one could make a thic
returned by competition night. If won
three times in succession by the same
into a thin and vice versa, but
it was not advised.) To conclude
member it shall become his or her
property and the Committee shall
the 19th century the perforated
and
ing
provide a new cup for the next year.
issues were shown, Sitt
MOORE TROPHY - entries of nine sheets
Standing Helvetias and the Cross
on any aspect of Postal History, to
and Figure issue. The name of
be judged for:
the game here was to obtain as
40
e
sinc
a Knowledge and study
many copies as possible
25
there are many different shades
b Originality and importance
15
- one could have years of fun!
c Condition (inc. rarity)
20
d Presentation & arrangement
Mr Newall concluded by showing
by
said
rned
his Early Pioneer Flights,
Awarded annually, to be retu
competition night.
to be the finest assembled colnot
if
Let us see a good number of entries
lection in this country,
in Switzerland. Everything that
this year. Newer members are warmly
.
view
on
was
was possible to show
encouraged to enter. If you are not
the
Mr R F Bulstrode proposed
competing then turn up and help judge
g
- you are sure to learn something.
vote of thanks referrin to the
classic material which Mr
Judging will be followed by a disus
ng
Mistely followed by aski
cussion of next season's programme.
all to show our appreciation of
Congratulations to Geoff Holden,
the airmail display.
our member aepun umog, who was
A first class evening was had
awarded a Silver Medal for his
by all - everybody saw some
entry of Standing Helvetias at
items for the first time and
our
CUP-. PEX '87 in Perth last month.
we all learnt something for
G W H
aide-memoire.

little
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New 'IC' cancels

INDEX FOR 1986

Authorisation has been given to
use the following cancellations
from the dates shown thereon.

A 'Holey' Phil. Envestig. 47,65,74
An Interesting cover
94
And now a 'Pro Sport' stamp 14
Annual Competition results
27
Annual General Meeting
83
An Unusual Tax Mark
42
Are we paying too much?
6
'Batz' in the Belfry
91

Klon
)

K1079

5A.400
'

16

4

3

3.87-8

c

Z.4 '*
11!
.. ;
i
n
pi
4

FL
*

kietti

K 1082

li

fk

K 1080
s

49a,OGEA/e in

R 16.-3.87-8

\-Errth

cte

4

16.-3.87-

-5

K 356a

K1083

ov,ERK/k.,„„

stik"14f-veN\
w

16.-3.87-8 a-

7

KWM

Swiss Alpenhorn
Thinking out loud

T'7i10.-'74
1.'

ql HIWAI

How did Swiss Airmail get
,
to the North Pole?
43
Identifying the New
Printing Machine
85,92
Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft 89
Landscape Issues 1973
22
New Issues
1,25,57,73
October London Meeting
75
Official Pre-paid Mail
41
Post Office Expenses 1835 81
5,13
Registration
Revenue Philately
93
Roman Switzerland,
2000 years
21,28,37,42

53, 61,69

16.-3.87-8 Vt*Z

l

Forgeries of the Federal
Issues 1850-54
9,17,29,37,

45,51,59,66

16.-3.87-8 -1

`i^:;'

Did you Know? 7,15,23,31,19,47,
55,63,71,79,87,95

33

93

V

K798a

AND THE STAFF OF

,Ci-lBil

,t.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

&'

)

WISH TO THANK ALL THOSE FRIENDS

=mini.,—=
—
1 -,..oais.,-,1-,1-4
zr/RIC„;.%
K 1084

OLD AND NEW, WHO VISITED THEIR
STAND DURING "STAMPEX". •

K1641,

THEY TRUST YOU FOUND SOME

-tp
/ci -6.-4.87-8
Z-

t

441c

'''-(/<
,n,P-inb -6.-4.87-8 S

-'
t, -e •

era fr1ba'1.

'

K 1085

.

INTEREST TO

ADD TO YOUR COLLECTIONS, AND

y

/5)41

.

ITEMS OF PARTICULAR

LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ALL

eo

friboo •

AGAIN AT B.P.E. IN SEPTEMBER.

K 1088

r‘kAZ(ke./
,\C'
,:b
,.
-2 -6.-4.87-8-!.:. _
......9.2
t_t4 {.* --,.:.---„z

fribou e°''
K 1086

6 SUG/,
.1

-6. - 4.87--8

_....

H. L. KATCHED,
The Amateur Collector Ltd
P.O. BOX 242

j'A):/kier7frIbo

K 1087

L011.I DON, N2 OYZ
Telephone: 01-343-0296
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SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
IN THE
TAPLING COLLECTION

eathed his entire world
When Thomas Tapling MP died in 1891 he bequ
British Museum. At the
collection of stamps and stationery to the
the foremost British
time of his death he was undoubtedly one of
collectors of his day.
the postal stationery
A brief paragraph some months ago mentioned
listed in the present
element and painted a picture of items not
the British Library
Zumstein catalogue. Hence my arrangements with
nation.
to view the collection held in trust for the
ted but the following
Firstly there were not the surprises anticipa
must be remembered that
report may prove of interest to members. It
1891.
the collection stops with Tapling's death in
n.. Obviously Tapling,
itio
The majority of the items are in mint cond
not developed the strong
along with other collectors of his day, had
today. Used examples did
postal history streak that runs through us
ing.
not present themselves as being so interest
paper Wrappers and
The collection is sorted into Envelopes, News
1846 Canton of Geneva
Post Cards. It begins with an example of the
vertically. The Federal
envelope, the 140 x 110 mm size, but creased
various shades of impressed
envelopes are virtually complete including
stamps.
cease in the late 1880s.
Newspaper wrappers are well represented but
the first wrappers in used
How nice it would have been to find one of
e days (a cut-out of one
condition; they are seen so infrequently thes
is illustrated above).
type for everyday use,
Postcards fall into three groups. The normal
lly private ones for
Official ones for Government business and fina
ely covered with many
railway purposes. The first group are extensiv
issues. The Official ones,
examples of minor shades of the 1870 to 1873
ly represented. The
found in section E of Zumstein, are again wide
.
.
a local government handmajority were mint but the odd one did have
stamp to link it to the locality of issue.
er cards issued for use
Of greater interest were some slightly larg
ted on one side only,
by the State or Private railway lines. Prin
size 120 x 150 mm.
headed 'Dienst Correspondenze Forms', approx.
e noted bore one of the
The format was vertical, not horizontal. Thos
following identification 'inscriptions:
Wftdenswil Einsiedeln. RJW 2000 Oct 77.
1
T.T.B.
2
Schweiz Nationalbahn.
3
Gotthardbahn.
4
Nationalbahn. )
5
Both bearing Form A. No. 55.
hn.
onba
Nord
6
is a fair renresentatior
From the Feldpost section of Zumstein there
od 1870, all for the use
of the various coloured envelopes for the peri
of the military.
ndenze for telegraph
An item fresh to my eyes was a Carte Correspo
No. 308-1875. The card
use. It bore the imprint CH VI Telegraph Form
postcard.
size was about the same as that of a standard
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A few correspondence cards for private use are in the collection.
These are either those printed by stationers for general sale and
to which a stamp would be added for use. Then there was a small
collection of specially printed cards bearing the heading:

THE CONTINENTAL HERALD

-

'

AND

tH 0
ki.2,1M74.4 .

11111Mam.—

6

Le
.* •

440f.*

\1C "
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'"
OWTE-CORRESPONDANCE.

Seresse

41W. 1411r.

df
Affid_r.41-tt
'-Zii
44-1

4.11

;

4or

'

•
t
• *

"*25/
„4, let.,,.**

While no exciting finds can be reported.it was a delight to handle
material that had passed from the hands of Thomas Tapling.
My personal thanks must go to Mr R F Schooley-West who is in
charge of the Philatelic Department at the British Library. Members
wishing to examine the collection should contact The British Library
Philatelic Collections, Great Russell Street, London WC1B 3DG, Tel.
01-636 1544, extensions 323 or 627.
Fred Pickard

Queries

J. S. ARMSTRONG
/*

U.

(

N --. 7

'

:• .

.

_ e
, : e‘
-r'

-C S7

.0

elePrüft \\,

.,

.p.

-

00
.9

/I

A cover dated 24 Oct 1939, the

only one known at present, which
went from GB to Switzerland via
Germany before 1943. It seems
likely to have been mis-sorted
and sent to Ostend or the Hook
and then with Belgian or Dutch
mail to Geimany. The censor seal
has no code letter under the
swastika and as most probably
of Berlin before it was found
one office was not enou g h. The
cover, to Zürich, has a 2iid
3 Hampton
stamp only.

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055
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DID YOU KNOW?
- that Herr J Schalch, president
of the Swiss Coil Collectors
Club, has issued a 2nd edition
of his ATM Handbook and Catalogue, as the 1st edition of
500 was sold out. For about
Sfr.35.- inc. p&p, all one can
want to know. In German, A5,
loose-leaf pages.
- that member Gene Kelly's Catalog of the Fiscal stamps of the
Cantons of St. Gallen, Thurgau
and Schaffhausen is the most
researched book on the subject.
His highly personalised listing
will help collectors for years.
In English, Sfr.30.-, plus p&p.
- that Herr H DUrst has brought
out a 3rd, shortened, edition
of his catalogue of the Meter
Franks of Switzerland. In
German at Sfr. 10.
- that the biggest event
between the NABA ZURI and the
GENEVE 90 is going to be the
LUNABA 87, in which a National
and a Regional, together with
a new development Mophila, for
modern philately, is being
combined, with the Germans
coming in as well at about 10%.

LINABA 8-7 I

MASA 87

6z256.1.-

28.-31.5. 87
c

NAVo-

S

NATIONALE
REGIOPHIL
MOPHILA

- that on the 12.3.87 there
will be a special cancellation
used in Geneva for 50 years of
MPOs. In the BBZ there has
appeared the first of a series
of articles on the Swiss
versions and types.
- that in the January column I
was not clear about the Zeppelin cards, these were from
LZ 4 on its flight over Switzerland in July 1908.
M Rutherfoord

Urgent Medicines Label
A new label has appeared, in
light green, French only. It
was issued in 1985 but I have
yet to see a used example,
perhaps I should work in a
M Rutherfoord
hospital!

'It

MEDICAMENTS
URGENTS

PIT 237.08 OM 100000 x 5 PS 0u80

NEW Liste des localities
The 1987 edition of the 'Ortsverzeichnis - the small but very
useful list of post offices will be
ici
available soon from Swiss Post Off
.
and Philatelic Bureaux, price Sfr.2.

BUYING
SWITZERLAND
on
In order to replenish our stocks we are
and
rial
mate
n
clea
,
the look-out for fine
lots in At quality in these areas:
res,
- Covers, Cards, Postal History, Enti
even pre-1955 FDCs.
- Unmounted mint stamps/sets pre-1945
- Classics in very fine condition only
- Better values in superb used (dated
c.d.s.) condition
- Postal Stationery, esp. better items
- Certain Miniature Sheets, Gutter-Pairs
- Collections of Railway Stamps
- Unusual items generally
RS!
....but especially COVERS, COVERS, COVE
and
Please either send with inventory list
n,
ntio
atte
e
diat
imme
for
ired
requ
es
pric
t,
or send list of items you can offer firs
v
ialm
,womm
to:

LEO BARESCH LTD

philatelists

LONDON INT. STAMP curnRE

27 KING STREET LONDON WC2E 8JD
Telephone: (01) 240 1963

A:

A
")
V
Lammtig.
hasmIzmomm
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++++++++++++++++++
+ NORTHERN GROUP +
++++++++++++++++++
The Northern Group held their
annual competition in Leeds on
February 7th. The winners, which
were decided by popular vote, .
were as follows:
Aero-Philatelic and winner of the
Highsted Cup
Mr D Cairns - Swiss Airmails, the
German Connection 1923 to 1938.
Postal History and winner of the
Moore Bowl
Mr D Cairns - TPOs 1857 to 1870.
Thematic
Mrs V Davis - Soldier Stamps.
Postal Stationery
Mr D Hope - Postcards 1870-1907.
Philatelic
Mr P Vaughan - The Cross and
Numeral Stamps.
Remember the AGM is on Saturday
the 4th April.
R A H

Ober die Frankaturen
1882 bis 1907

March

1987

SUSSEX GROUP
The last meeting of this season
will be held in the Church Parlour of All Saints Church,
Patcham, at 3 p.m. on Saturday
4th April. The programme will
consist of Swiss Films and an
Auction. Any members from the
Dorset, Hants and E. Sussex
areas will be most welcome..

UNDER THE HAMMER
In a Yorkshire auction last
year was: Printers' Specimens: 1966 approx. "PTT"
stockbook containing 10
diff. *** adhs depicting
Fish(3), Train(5 inc colour
separations) etc. £65.
They seem to have been unsold
as a similar lot is again on
offer from the same house.

Georges Valko

sr .Ng„-"iff•:„,
STEIN
•

CONTENTS
Postal tariffs for: letters, postcards, registration, legal
documents, express delivery, newspapers, printed matter, samples,
monetary matters (Nachnahme, Mandates), receipts.
Regulations concerning: franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of mail, free-post.
Cancellation conditions: special types of postage, philatelic
mail and much more.
The book has 62 pages of text, many illustrated, and 24 pages of
plates in full colour. Price SFR 35- + post SFR 4.90
(airmail SFR 7.45)
Please order direct from: ZUMSTEIN + CIE, Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, Postfach 2585
CH-3001 B E R N, Switzerland
Do you know our monthly journal the ' BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG'?
If not, please write for a free specimen copy, without obligation.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics Chichester Ltd., Chichester, GB

UDC 656.835(494)
ISSN 0951-0001
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by Charles LaBlonde

WHY GROUP 3?

se
hine cancels will recall that the
mac
ss
Swi
t
lec
col
who
you
of
se
Tho
s categories or groups. One of the
postmarks are divided into variou
3, the Ortswerbeflaggen or town
smaller but most popular is Group
paragraphs will introduce you to
publicity slogans. The next few
will find it contains all the
you
es
ish
fin
s
thi
ore
bef
and
3,
Group
first days, last days, rarities,
elements of 'normal' philately:
ef review of
set the stage a bri
To
e.
mor
h
muc
and
ues
iss
new
,
errors
enclature used is 7U di ()CROWN).
these cancels is useful (the nom
increasing volume of mail in the
y
idl
rap
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ing
see
PTT
ss
Swi
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ways to speed its handling. Elseearly years of the century sought
were already using cancelling
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Eur
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d on a trial of an American-built
machines before the Swiss decide
s (C,D,R,T) saw only limited
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r
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1).
g
(Fi
machine
The trials proved satisfactory and
use in Bern and none elsewhere.
r.
1912 and more each subsequent yea
nine machines were introduced in
s
bar
ler
al cancel with eight kil
Figure 2 shows the first operation The PTT quickly realised the
4.
and Swiss Cross, in use until 195
d
cels and later in 1912 introduce
advertising potential of these can
ional Exhibition in Bern (Fig 3),
the first slogan for the Swiss Nat r 26 years.
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•
•
Baden bei Zdrich decided to adver•
•
tise itself in 1940 (Fig 4); this
oeRA/7.
cancel, which begins Group 3, is
i'gFil
.
•
ca 1 2-13 z
known as 3.1. In 1942 Luzern,
m II • V _I
LANDESA
1
Montreux, Interlaken, Thun, Bern,
I 91 4
- (`il /$ ' 1 4:4i E
Chur, Lausanne, Lugano, Neuchatel,
Ztrich, Geneve, Vevey, Basel and
Figure 3
Schaffhausen followed; a few of
these are still in use. At the
ta7C-12)
time Group 3 began, Swiss machine
1 13
20 06- 36 rea
cancels were in a state of flux.
* - *
F EN okt_
The experimental B crowns (single
circle) and later the new standard
Crown Left
C crowns (22 mm dia. dual concentric circles) replaced the older
,-. 1Tr ?-1EP
A crowns (23/4 mm dia.)(Fig 5),
t:i 7 V't •
Hell'su0 isen- 4u
and the crown position shifted from
i A'
."
;
left to right of the flag. Group 3
specialists collect every variation
Crown Right
Figure 4
and some are rare due to short
iv
R
t ,p
cp
0. R
periods of use. For some of the
0
1 8-19 ..4
S'I? 14-16 11.
cQl2-I5
early ones there are five to ten
1 9-21?
28 • X
142 • XI
01 14 • Plc,
separate catalogue entries. Post To)
k1965
1051374u
d,)p 1955
Office name changes and crown
14;cliElk`b
ivoks
AVER
wording add to the possibilities.
A
Sometimes over the years the
Figure 5
flag itself was changed or slight-•
1
ly re-designed. Perhaps the stran0- ;.:,'•,---`,
- = r,111
•:“..
ec
i
VACANCES A
0 . - . .v .' ,-,•
•
, `TO,",
gest of all is 3.13 Vevey which
2 .. . ,..0
.1,,V.
i ,..; r
.r.‘ Z.1?
'... IA VF:VEY
. - "ifita iPIAPF(..4
exists in four distinct versions

414

ô

thd

00

c

8

1923

I

1

due to changes in the tower roof
and the thickness of the letters
(Fig 6). The Fribourg church
towers, 3.16, also grew over the
years (Fig 7).
The introduction of the postcode (D crown) in the mid 60s
produced many new varieties as
did the change from Roman to
Arabic for the 'months'. Again
the purist will collect each
slogan with every possible
variation (pre-postcode, postpostcode, Roman date, Arabic
date).
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to be continued.
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d on 11 March 1987
Report of the London meeting hel
m
husiastic audience with items fro
ent
an
ed
ain
ert
ent
les
Sti
E
L
Mr
ys:
brief history of the Swiss Railwa
his TPO collection, with first a
er
ine
formed in 1848, a British eng
soon after the Confederation was
ns
y system to link the largest tow
was comissioned to design a railwa
. The North Eastern line opened
nce
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ita
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e
hav
and to
m
and the Central line in 1853 fro
in 1847 to link Ztrich with Baden
western section opened to unite
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5
185
In
it.
h
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n
joi
Basel to
ether
ted Swiss Railway Co. brought tog
Yverdon with Bussigny and the Uni
from Zurich to Chur with all the
the South Eastern line operating
and
ated the Swiss Federal Railways
others. In 1898 a referendum cre
A law of 1852 required railway
electrification started in 1891.
ered
the PTT. Special postal wagons ent
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e
fre
l
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uction
1856 the PTT announced the constr
service as early as 1855 and in
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g
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(18
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n
two mai
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0
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m
period fro
e Railway types plus the shortest
Then were shown some of the Privat
Liestal - the narrowest gauge, and
railway line cover from Bilbrok,
steamer until the lake-side road
Luzern which originally used the
ee/Schiffpost cancel of 1913.
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Fin
was built.
ating Mr Stiles on the amount of
Mr Fred Pickard, after congratul
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Clegg said he was pleased to see
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.
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this year sees the 150th anniversa
GW H
Lake of Luzern.
* * *
* * * ANOTHER PHOSPHOR INCIDENT
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A single card, if not identified by its coloured cover, can be from
a previous year if of the first or second type. All packets of four
so far of the same type.
However it has occured to me that the two bars are needed for the
old and new types of facing equipment and that the PTT are saving
money by doing away with the watermark altogether.
Since writing the above the PTT have supplied some information for
those who wrote to them; there are six versions of the 50c postcard
on sale now (z No.180 of 1984). These are listed below:
Number

Luminescent

Watermark

Booklet date

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6

phos
phos
phos
ph + fl
ph + fl
fluor

Bi

84 & 85/6
86/7
not yet seen by me
86/7
86/7
not yet seen by me

none
none
none

As I had guessed the PTT are dropping the watermark as the dandy
roller is no longer used for the new green Giro inpayment forms.
The big change is that in April all four ALP machines - in Bern,
Basel, Geneve and Lausanne - are being changed from phosphor to
fluorescent UV recognition. This means a great deal, and the postcard
incident is only the tip of the iceberg! All stamps must also change.
The first, the 50c coil (with black instead of blue number on the
back of every fifth stamp) appeared on the 12th Feb 1987, and all
five definitives and five commemoratives of the 10th Mar 1987 showed
a strong fluor reaction, much more than the phosphor of previous
issues, i.e. as the postcards.
What is of interest is that when the Zodiac set of twelve are reprinted they will be a 'new' issue on the fluor paper. This also
applies to the six new Postmen definitives of last autumn. Therefore
make sure you have these in time if you want to specialise in them.
M Rutherfoord

EU3

I
Schwa:ow:As PITBetilebe
Entiepose de$ PTT swam
Anemia Maws dolls PIT

I

...stresslos
Elm„„ fahren
. .
•
• ales relax
POSTAUTO
x>,

4

Postkarten
Cartes postales
Cartoline postali

1986(87

Fr. 2.-

pum%
l
. ;-,

CAR POSTAL

...viaggiare in
ritisi do disteso
AUTOPOSTAU
. .

Figure 1 - cover, reduced size.

Figure 2 - bars are 7mm
wide, bar 1 is weak
-phasphareacent, bar-2is strong fluorescent.
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New PTT cancels
Authorisation has been given to
use the following cancellations
from the dates shown thereon.
In the March issue of the SBZ the
Central Committee of the Swiss
Philatelic Societies commented on
the evident fall in interest in
philately and asked what could be
done to halt this. There was not
only a drop in the number of ads.
in the SBZ and a fall in the subscribers to the new issue service
of the PTT, but there had been a
significant fall in the membership of societies at the same time
as the average age of members had
increased. What could be done?
Was philately to become a hobby
solely for the old?
This was not a new question,
nor was it confined to Switzerland.
Enthusiastic people must be found
and solutions proposed. What is
lacking today are sufficient
collectors, philatelists and
society members to discuss the
problems and then collaborate to
again make philately popular. Our
time must again become the time
for philately. The stresses of
daily life and the tensions of
work demand suitable compensation.
Leisure time is now more plentiful
than in the 1900s when philately
was at its height. People today
are ready for hobbies, but is
philately a hobby for today?
All of us, but particularly
those working with junior members,
could with advantage help us to
reach a solution. It could be
that philately as we know it at
present, and which we surround
with so many rules and regulations,
no longer fits in with today's
thinking.
Translated from the SBZ, 3/87.
Any comments and suggestions
members may have would be much
appreciated. The Editor.

and seven similar, for
districts 3 to 9 and
numbered K 1090 to 96.
K 1089

11-4.87-8

for use up to 31 Dec.

0
4/41)
25.4.-1587
:rietinnal

e:

>/----1

To.

r_Kso

I

BAL

pd

27.-4.87-8

K 1097

K 1098

K 1099

Things move in a mysterious way...
Last October a London auction
had, among other items, two
Swiss lots: 120 covers and
other items, realised £330,
and, p475 soldier and military
items, realised £242.
Last December a Midlands auction had, among other items,
two Swiss lots: 120 covers
and other items, est. £500,
and, Military items, 100s,

est. 5300-350.
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Four ring cancels were intended to be used only for bulky packets.
However, as is often the case, the first canceller that comes to hand
is used - but why the Postage Dues? The postal rate should have been
correct since it was and is normal to hand over Express mail to the
Post Office Clerk. Further examination of the 50c definitive stamp
reveals an Ambulant cancel, although the route number is not clear.
Could it be that the letter was posted on a late train with the
Express label added? Anybody with suggestions would be welcomed by
G W Hubbard
me and will be published for members here.
BOOKLET PACKING SLIPS - Sometimes the counter clerk forgets to remove

it, or is asked to leave it on the top booklet. The PJ label is in
yellow, not stuck on as they are made up by the PJ organisation and
only sold at Philatelic Counters by the PTT. The Sfr.5.- booklet slip
M Rutherfoord
is white and the Sfr.10.- is dark blue.
Markenheftchen
Carnets de timbres-poste
Libretti di francobolli

Pro Juventute

25 X 5 Fr. =125 Fr.
Vor Anbruch

Verifier Ir"."-

Markenheftchen
Camets de timbres-poste
Libretti di francobolli

10x 9 Fr. = 90 Fr.

Markenheftchen
Carnets de timbres-poste
Libretti di francobolli

25X10 Fr. = 250 Fr.
Vor Anbruch des Bandes nachzählen
Verifier e nombre avant de mmpre la bode
Contrallare il contract° prima
di rompwe fascetta

April 1987
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you know?

- that the other night on the

main TV News there was an item,
against a background of stamps,
that Purchase Tax was to be
charged on all stamp sales. I
think this is aimed at the big
auction houses as 9 0 6% would
dampen their sales. We will see
what actually comes of this as
there is no VAT here.
- that there is a special exhibition of old and new, Swiss
and some foreign TPOs in Baden,
with the following slogan:

'

•it

,

I NT. BAHNPOSTWAGENAUSSTELLUNG
IN BADEN ItA-21 MAI 1927

that until 31st May the guest
exhibition in the PTT Museum in
Bern covers the Franco-Prussian
War of 1870/1, i.e. the postal
history, by R Pittier. Many of
the items shown would not be
allowed in a 'proper' exhibition, such as documents, maps,
and engravings.
- that for the first time a
large town, Neuclatel, is supplying all its eight POs with
K cancellers, all having the
same picture; a cheap solution,
as the PTT charges Sfr.700.per canceller, but the artwork
is common to all.
- that the 10c coil stamp has
now appeared with the control
number in black, but the paper
used is still phosphor. This
means the PTT did not change

-

the paper at the same time.
The 50c is probably also affected. the 20c will not be re-

printed as it is no longer
used, except for a couple of

odd places.
- that the special stamps of
1 0th March were printed by
Courvoisier on the same mat
gummed paper as the PTT have
been using for some time now.
M Rutherfoord

1 Books

Les Timbres Fiscaux Cantonaux de
Fribourg - This new catalogue, by

Denis Gainon & Robert Hlrlimann, is
the first complete and up-to-date
study of the Fribourg Fiscals.
Without some knowledge of the legal
basis for the various taxes it is
difficult to understand the differ'exit issues, so the first four pages
explain this and the corresponding
nomenclature in easy to understand
French. Many missing issues have
been added along with ten new ones
never before described, bringing
surprises to collectors of revenues.
This useful and well-illustrated
book is available from Robert
Hürlimann, Grtinweg 2, CH-2502
Biel/Bienne at 10 Sfr.

J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit 'of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055
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A to Z of Swiss Philately
NORTHERN GROUP REPORT

Northern Group members were
delighted to welcome Helvetia
Chairman Mr Fred Pickard to their
meeting in Leeds on March 7th.
Mr Pickard presented a short
display of what he described as
unusual items including Nachnahme
cards, Standing Helvetia essays,
booklet stamps, postcards, privately printed postal stationery
and a study of the 1938 League of
Nations set.
The main display was of the
Standing Helvetia issues by Mr
Hoyle. This included pages about
the history and printing of the
issue, proofs and essays, mint
and used blocks of four and a
section devoted to varieties,
with many of the stamps being
illustrated with photographs.
RAH

AIRMAILS - the collection of airmail
stamps and covers has long been a
fascinating subject, especially those
covers which bear the propaganda vignettes, first used in 1913 to raise funds
by means of pioneer aviators to promote
the development of Swiss aviation.
Switzerland's mountainous terrain
with its treacherous air currents made
the growth of flying more hazardous
than in most countries and, therefore,
looking for such covers is rewarding.
In those early years many air meetings
were held and provide a wealth of
interesting cancellations.
The use of official airmail stamps
began in 1919-20 with the two definitive
stamps with the propellor overprints,
followed by further stamps which,
however, were discontinued in 1941,
but the need for funds was not forgotten and from 1938 to 1981 special
stamps inscribed 'PRO AER0 1 were issued,
usually a single stamp on a special
flight, except for 1944 - the 25th
anniversary of Swiss Airmail, when
four stamps were issued.
E J R

Au

Ober die Frankaturen
1882 bis 1907

Georges Valko

444

'MEEK:

CONTENTS
Postal tariffs for: letters, postcards, registration, legal
documents, express delivery, newspapers, printed matter ? samples,
monetary matters (Nachnahme, Mandates), receipts.
Regulations concerning: franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of mail, free-post.
Cancellation conditions: special types of
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ostage, philatelic

mail and much more.
The book has 62 pages of text, many illustrated, and 24 pages of
,
plates in full colour. Price SFR 35- + post SFR 4.90
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POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS AND

41st year
Post° &coo:Marlon*
Invil postal!
6799 Cavagnago

•
PRIVATE PARCEL POST CANCELLATIONS by R S Johnson
I came across the above
In my search for cancellations of Canton Ticino
letters and found the
and wondered what it was. I looked back in the News
e. There was a list of
article by Felix Ganz in 1970-with the above titl
ed after 1970; this
these cancels but not Cavagno, so perhaps it open
x Ganz tells me that
appears to be the case, my copy is dated 1974. Feli
te list which he hopes
Pierre Guinand of Morges is compiling an up-to-da
in their collections and
to publish in 1988. I appeal to members to look
the Editor who will
send photocopies of any such cancels they have to
to translate the article
forward them. I subsequently obtained permission
Ticino 1798-1848 e
below from the 'Note di Storia Postale del Cantone
Filatelico, Bellinzona.
Studi Filatelici' published in 1985 by the . Circolo
Withdrawal of all Straight-line Cancellations
in Italian Switzerland

by G Negrini

Mesolcina and Calanca),
In Postal District XI (Ticino and the valleys of
(postal acceptance
.
there are many 'posti di accettazione d'invii postali'
of houses for use by
stations), i.e. offices in small places or clusters
.
even every
the few inhabitants, open only for a few hours a day and nottwo-lines,
y
rall
gene
day. These offices used straight-line cancellers,
of different types and dimensions.
, in the PTT
An important change took place on 10th April 1978 when

the holders of the postal
Bulletin, an order was published authorising
stamps on correacceptance stations to use the cancellers to cancel the
be used to cancel stamps.
spondence. Previously such cancels could not
No.158/78 and not in the
The relative notice appeared in PTT Bulletin
atelists were unaware of
"Official Paper" (Foglio ufficiale) so many phil
all postal acceptit. Then another notice stated that from 1st July 1979
date stamp of the let
ance stations would be provided with a circular
the old straigh
category, i.e. with an hour reel, and these would replace
line cancellers.
receiving a considerable
This resulted in the Lugano Philatelic Office

May 19871ISSN 0951-0001
HELV PHIL S06 NEWSL141st yearly° 51PP 33-401L0nd0n
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number of letters (about 40 000) asking for cancellations on the last
day of validity. For some offices the last day was 28th June 1979 (indicated by 1 in the list) and for others 30th June 1979 (2 in the list).
Further philatelic correspondence (about 10 000 items) received cancels
with the new cds.
On the whole many offices noted the interest of philatelists in the
change of cancellers in spite of often previously escaping the attention
of collectors. The Postal Director finally announced that many rural
offices still possessed a cds without hour reel (2nd category) and.that
these would be withdrawn shortly and replaced by 1st category ones. This
would result in uniformity in all Swiss post offices.
Tne cancellations are reproduced below (reduced) with the relevant
data and dimensions. We hope that we have generated a lot of interest,
not to mention the research which will be done by specialists in the
subject in the future.
p
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The following post offices were also supplied with a 1st category
e, Cademario, Calonicoi
canceller on 2nd July 1979: Biasca Stazion
Camignolo, Castro, Certara, Coglio, Insone, Mairengo, Mugena, S. Carlo
(v. Bavona) and Serfontana.

Pro Pat ria
1987

B
'

First-day cover stamped with a set of Pro Patriastamps1987.
Envelopes without stamps can be obtained, for 40 c. apiece,
at all philatelic offices as early as 13 4 1987.

IA

AUSOABETAG

26. 5.87 CZ--

TREASURES FROM SWISS MUSEUMS The four-part 'Treasures from Swiss Museums series, chosen in cooperation with the Swiss
National Day Fund, ends with a set featuring rustic furniture. It is hoped,
••
as with the previous sets, that these interesting and attractive items
of furniture from bygone days will be seen as an inducement to visit museums. Of the extra charge
work
on the stamps, ninety percent will go to the 1987 National Day collection in aid of Red Cross
in Switzerland. The remaining ten percent will be used for contributions to cultural or social organizations working nationwide.
a 'credence'
35 c. Musée du Vieux Pays d'Enhaut,Château-d'Oex This wall cabinet, known as
in the Pays d'Enhaut region and also called a 'Gänterli' or a 'Schäftli' in Swiss-German, is typical of the
Saane valley and measures 104x67x27 cm. It has two doors with frames and panels, a prominent
cornice on top and a narrow shelf below. In keeping with the period, the doors, frames and central
panel are decorated with tulips and flying insects on a grey background. The letters HP — SV are
inscribed on the left of the cabinet and the letters CF and the date 1764 on the right They are probably
the initials of the man who commissioned the piece and of his wife. As was generally the case, the
name of the craftsman who made the cabinet is missing.
century. Chests
50 c. Rhaetian Museum, Chur This triple-panelled chest dates from the late 16th
are old, very popular pieces of furniture often found in farmhouses. They served many purposes and iswere
made in a great variety of forms. The pictured piece, which can be seen in the Rhaetian Museum, lidalsois
called a 'raised chest' because it rests on supports. It is 150 cm long, 84 cm high and 61 cm deep. Thevines.
made of Swiss stone pine and the chest itself of fir. The three front panels are surrounded by carved
In the square main panels are depicted two ibexes rampant on a red background. The centre portion is
have been left in their natural colours.
green and the other wooden sections
y
had
80 c. Museo di Valmaggia, Ce lo Cradles, which were common for newborn babies, often
both
especially rich and attractive decorations, as this example from 1782 illustrates. They were a way of find
showing the family's prosperity and expressing joy at the arrival of a child. In Canton Ticino we
exquisitely decorated and painted 'culle di battesimo' (baptism cradles) which added to the charm of
christening day. This cradle, which is 68 cm long, 33 cm wide at the top and 42 cm high, comes from

Campo Vallemaggia and bears the inscription '1782 C FT IHS'. On the side there is a large red'heart in a
rich floral pattern of roses, leaves and tendrils, enclosed by an ornamental frame.
remarkable
90 c. Historical Museum, St Gallen This attractive two-door wardrobe, painted withbase
pointing
harmony, is dated 1698 and comes from the Appenzell region — the two black bears on the
to its origin. During the Renaissance, much importance was attached to symmetry. Though this was not
always strictly observed by the craftsman artist, the slight variations he made-are not apparent to the
casual observer. The wardrobe has two inside sections (for clothes on the left, and shelved on the right). It
is 186 cm high, 182 cm wide and 60 cm deep, conforming to the usual dimensions. On the doors are
inscribed the names Ulrich Rechsteiner and Bärble Rechsteinre — the wife's name being in the feminine
form customary in those days. The date 1698 is painted on the cornice section above.
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Particulars
Sale
while stocks last
Post offices:
from 265 to 31 8 1987
Philatelic offices:4
from 265 to 311 2 1987
Advance sale
from 21 5 1987
Validity unlimited
from 26 5 1987
Stamp pictures
Treasures in Swiss
museums: Rustic Furniture
35 +15 c. Wall Cupboard;
Musée du Vieux Pays
d'Enhaut, Château d'Oex
50 + 20 c. Chest;
Rhaetian Museum, Chur
80 +40 c. Cradle;
Museo di Valmaggia. Cevio
90 + 40 c. Cupboard;
Historical Museum,
St. Gallen
Size 33,4 x 28 mm
Designers
Eugen and Max Lenz, Zurich
Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA,
La Chaux-de-Fonds
Paper
white, with luminous
substance
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When buying material of the calibre offered in
this booklet the purchaser deserves complete
assurance that what he buys is correctly described.
This avoids disappointment if selling, years later,
as the then purchaser has no conceivable excuse
for "talking down" what is offered.
The material we sell either carries Swiss
certificates or, where we deem this unnecessary,
it has behind it our expertise, acquired over
more than 40 years of handling Swiss stamps.
A general dealer cannot possibly be expected to
have our knowledge and therefore cannot be
ex p ected to describe rare Swiss material as
accurately as we can.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Any item can be returned within 3 days
-of receipt if not fully to your
expectation.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
WHEN BUYING SWISS STAMPS,
BUY FROM PEOPLE WHO KNOW ABOUT THEM

H.L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd.
"The Swiss Specialists"
P.O. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England
APS, PTS, RPSC
Phone (01) 348-0296
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WHY GROUP 3?

rarity is 3.49 Wil St. Gallen,
Undisputed King of Group 3 in terms of
hdrawn 5 weeks later for revision.
introduced on 17th June 1959 and wit
created (still in use) catalogue
'St. Gallen' was removed and 3.59 was
(Fig 8).
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On 4th Dec 1975 Weggis got 3.181, but the writing was too difficult to
read and it was replaced by 3.184 on 15th March 1976 (Fig 13).
Figure 13
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Swiss cancel expert Michael Rutherfoord designed one for the posh resort
of Gstaad (3.220) which was used for two years before the town decided
to get fancier (3.236, Fig 14).The latest member of Group 3 (3.260) was
put into service in St. Gallen on 2nd Feb 1987 (Fig 15). It replaced
3.38 which was in use since 1956.
Figure 14
3.220
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30236
OBERLAND 1100-3000m

There are many, many stories in Group 3
and more than enough action for any col-

Figure 15

lector. Although there are only 260 main
numbers in Group 3, the catalogue has
703 separate listings in this group.
Good hunting, enquiries always welcome.

ULTURSTADT
ST.GALLEN

REPORT OF THE LONDON MEETING

OF 8th APRIL 1987

The Helvetia Silver Cup was won by Mr V J Mitchell with a display of
early airmails - including some of the forerunners. Runner-up was Mr
G S Atkinson with an exhibit of the Pestalozzi forerunners and he received a stockbook for his efforts.
The Moore Trophy for Postal History was won by Mrs M Bidmead for
the Geneva Postal Markings up to 1850. Runner-Up was Mr L E Stiles for
Modern Postage Due Markings, he also received a stockbook.
Other exhibits included a superb entry from Mr M Petzold from
Malawi, showing some really beautiful Definitives; PTT Commemoratives
and the League of Nations; Tell Boys; Overprints on Stamps; Non-valid
Frankings, and Postage Dues.
The remainder of the evening was spent discussing the type of themes
that would make a successful programme for the 1987-8 season.
GWH
The death was announced of Mrs E Elliott who took on the post of London
Committee Representative when Mr G Hubbard took over the job of Hon.
Secretary in 1981. Her husband Charles, who is also a member, advised
your reporter that his wife died of cancer. She will be sadly missed
by all who knew her as being always prepared to help in any way she
could, including the occasional translation.
G W H
The Chris Rauch Literature Award was won by Anton M Kofranek for his
article on the Forgeries of the Federal Issues 1850-54.
Our member Mr I Tillen recently showed his extensive display of
1:4141,n+,n1 in

qnnicli—cr
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Come and see us at LUNABA '87.

Philatelic offices:
from 26 5 1987 to 31 51988
Advance sale
from 21 5 1987
Validity unlimited
from 26 5 1987
Stamp pictures
50 c. Scarabaeus
90 c. Carnival Fountain
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Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA,
La Chaux-de-Fonds
Paper
white, with luminous
substance
Form cylindre
2 sheets of 50 stamps
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STOP PRESS NEWS . . . .
Your Secretary, having been made
redundant for the third time in
as many years, has decided to
try his hand at stamp dealing.
He will be trading under the
name of 'Eurostamps' and will
be supplying material from
Western Europe. His business
address is P 0 Box 940,
London NW6 2JP. It is stressed
that no unsolicited approvals
will be sent.
G W H

J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

The Royal Philatelic Society,
London has awarded its London
Medal to our President, Mrs
H A Lee, and the Tilleard Medal
to Mr R A G Lee.
-PP
Mrs E J Rawnsley has been
elected an honorary life member
of the American Helvetia Philtelic Society in recognition of
her many valuable contributions
to Swiss Philately.

Ober die Frankaturen

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Georges Valko

1882 bis 1907
CONTENTS
Postal tariffs for: letters, postcards, registration, legal
documents, express delivery,.newspapers, printed matter, samples,
monetary matters (Nachnahme, Mandates), receipts.
Regulations concerning: franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of mail, free-post.
Cancellation conditions: special types of postage, philatelic
mail and much more.
The book has 62 pages of text, many illustrated, and 24 pages of
plates in full colour. Price SFR 35- + post SFR 4.90
(airmail SFR 7.45)
Please order direct from: ZUMSTEIN + CIE, Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, Postfach 2585
CH-3001 B E R N, Switzerland
Do you know our monthly journal the 'BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG'?
If not, please write for a free specimen copy, without obligation.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Reprographics Chichester Ltd., Chichester, GB
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ISSN 0951-0001
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RE-GUMMING AT IT'S CRASSEST t by Fred R Lesser
Among the most frequent series of re-gummed Swiss stamps which flooded
the market place during the past two decades are the rarer issues of
the 1862-78 Sitting Helvetia on white paper.
Their scarcity in mint condition, especially that of the 2c red/brown,
the 10, 30, 40, 60c and the lfr. gold 'dusted' variations resulted in
their high catalogue values in direct response to their demand by philatelic specialists in Swiss post-classical material. The attractive
colouring of these first perforated Swiss stamps made their collecting
in mint condition a particularly desirable challenge.
These Sitting Helvetia series were produced by the Federal Mint
using an embossed printing process on pre-gummed paper, similar to their
predecessors the Strubeli issues. The embossed printing process was
chosen to prevent easy counterfeiting. Their control mark is the doubleringed oval with the Helvetic cross in its centre.
It is this embossed or relief printing on pre-gummed paper which
makes the detection of re-gummed mint material relatively easy. The
moment these stamps are heavily moistened or placed in water, even for
a short period of time, they lose their embossed imprint characteristics
on both sides of the stamp. To re-gum a stamp it must be free from any
gummed surface. Thus, a re-gummed Sitting Helvetia does not allow the
embossed or relief-like printing to remain visible on the back of the
stamp under any examination conditions. Furthermore, re-gumming of this
stamp also affects the appearance of the control mark whereby the
double-ringed oval frame surrounding the cross becomes blurred and
heavy looking. By comparing the inexpensive Sitting Helvetia stamps on
blue/red fibre paper in mint condition with their expensive counterparts, i.e. earlier issues on white paper, should make such an examination an easy task.
The majority of re-gummed Sitting Helvetia in mint condition on white
paper, i.e. of the expensive kind, can be found in most post-Second
World War collections. Re-gumming of stamps is primarily a post-Second
World War phenomenon and coincided with the appearance of the plastic
see-through mount which, in turn, created the 'NH', post office fresh
(unmounted mint) epidemic which still continues to be with us. Genuine
mint Sitting Helvetia issues on white paper, as referred to above, can
still be found in the market place here and there, but as they originated from collections assembled prior to the plastic mount era, they
are practically always with hinge traces and disturbed gum surfaces.
The gum on these rare Swiss stamps, or traces of same, will always show
a certain amount of crystallization even under an ordinary magnifying
glass - a gum feature that a re-gummed stamp can never match.
The most distressing fact surrounding the re-gumming craze is that it
has become so enormously prevalent and, therefore, so tremendously
damaging to philately in general and to its survival potential among
future generations.
A European dealer issues a regular price list for his 'services' such
as re-gumming - 75p, removal of hinges - 75p, reperforation - 75p, and
repair work such as re-backing from £2.50. It is really a case of make
sure what you are buying either has a certificate or you can get one
for it from an expert in Switzerland.
Editor
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REPORT of the LONDON MEETING of 13th
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AS HANDED IN' Marks by M Rutherfoord
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When an item of business or ordinary mail
is handed in over the counter, or posted
an
in a box, and is over-franked, then the
counter clerk or sorter (if he has time)
will mark it with a pen "Aufgegeben" or
16)1Ausually "Aufg." (see illustrations).
This indicates that the PTT is not responsible for the over-franking,
and, therefore, no claims can be made later for a repayment of the excess.
I do know of a case where the counter clerk worked out the postage
incorrectly for a largish airmail letter. The error was noticed during
the sorting and the sender was refunded, in stamps, with the difference.
If the sender had put the stamps on himself then the chances of a refund
would have been small.
Naturally philatelic mail, with, say, a full set of PJ stamps for an
ordinary letter, will not get a disfiguring "Aufg.", nor earn a refund.
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BRUTSCH/RUEGGER AG ZURICH

'NO CUSTOMS DUES TO BE PAID' Marks by M Rutherfoord
A small section of Swiss post mark collecting can be devoted to these
insignificant marks, which are seldom clear and usually on brown parcel
paper.
However, here are some I have come across during the last few years,
always in red. Those of the top and bottom rows seem to be hand rollers.
Has anyone seen any others? Photocopies, with dates, to the Editor please.
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G W Hubbard
MOUTIER or MOUTHIER and where in between?
e a lot of problems, not
Place names with similar spellings can caus
ectors as well. Mouthier
only for the post office staff, but for coll
it is in Canton Bern.
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A NEW MAP OF SWISSERLAND,DIVIDED INTO ITS CANTONS
_ AND DEPENDENCIES,
INCLUDING THE GRISONS &c.&c. FROM THE LATEST AUTHORITIES.
By JOHN CARY, Engraver. 1799.
OBSERVATIONS. The Thirteen Cantons of Swirserland, are divided
into Antient and New; The Antient, are Zuric*, Berne*, Lucerne+,
Uri+, Schweitz+, Unterwalden+, Zug+, Glarus, The NEW, Baile*,
Friburg+, Soleure+, SchaffhatUen* & Appenzel*
ASSOCIATES and CONFEDERATES to all the CANTONS. Abbot of St.Gallen+,
Town of St.Gallen*, Bienne*, Mulhauren* - The GRISONS*;Viz. Grey League,
League of Gods Houfe & Ten Jurisdictions, Valais+, Geneva*, Neuchatel*
and Vallengin*, Bishopric of Basle+.
IndepelAnt States, Protected by the CANTONS or their Allies.
Gerisau+, Engelberg+; by Lucerne, Uri, Schweitz & Unterwalden -..
Rapperschwil+; Zuric, Berne & Glarus - -Haldenstein*; Grisons.

Subjects to the CANTONS or their Allies. Thurgau+; to the 8 Antient
Cantons --Rheinthal+; the 8 Antient & Appenzel.--Sargans*; the 8 Antient.-Baden*; Zuric, Berne & Glarus.
+FREE BAILLIAGES Viz. Upper; the 8 Antient Cantons

Lower; Zuric,

.
Berne & Glarus—Sax; Zuric -.-Utznach+, Galter+ & Gambs+; Schweitz

& GlarussomWerdenberg*; the Protestants of Glarus .Bienne*, Bishop
of Basle

Tockenburgh* ; Abbot of St .Gallen Morat*, Granson*,

Echalens* & Orbe*, Schwartzenburg*; Berne & Friburg.
+ITALIAN BAILLIAGES Viz. Bellinzone, Riviera, Val Brenna; Uri,
Schweitz & Unterwalden — Val Maggia, Locarno, Lugano, Mendrisio; to
all the Cantons but Appenzel--Valteline+, Chiavenna+, Borinio;ithe
i\-to

Grisons.
* Protestants

+ Catholics

4 Mixed

In the hope that the above information may be of use to members, the
editor has typed it out as accurately as possible with the punctuation
and spelling as on the map. If a way could be found to copy and
p
enlarge portions of the ma much interesting detail would be revealed.
The spellings used may be John Cary's own renderings of the names
in use at the time but do shed some light on the spellings used for
some of the straight-line cancels of the period. Who owned who may
also explain the unusual routes some letters of the period seem to
have taken and the allegiance of certain towns to others.
John Cary's punctuation needs to be read at least twice.
Ed.
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Exchange Packet

Now that everything in the garden is
- that the 2.50 weathercock of
lovely, you will have time to make up
Solothurn, Z No.542v, without
booklets for the exchange packet.
phosphor, has now reached SFr.
DO IT NOW . . . (while I get on with
60- mint and 30- used, if you
next month's newsletter, Ed.) and send
can find one. The name in
them to the Packet Secretary by the
German, "Turmhahn", i.e. towerlast week in July, but the earlier the
cock, is not correct as a few
better as the first packets will be
phone calls confirmed that it
sent out on 1st August.
can rotate with the wind. The
National Day is a Saturday this year
church, or rather the cathedral !
so you can celebrate as well, especiof St. Ursanne is catholic, so
ally if you are in Switzerland for
it is rare for the protestant
your holiday.
symbol to be used.
Talking of holidays should remind
- that the SBB have issued a
you that if you intend to be away at
new edition of their excellent
any time you must let the Packet
map of all railways in SwitzerSecretary know in advance so that he
land, scale 1:300 000, price
can arrange to divert the packet.
SFr 12.80, or a £6- cheque to
Remember x211 are responsible if it
me. It shows the cantonal
gets lost due to your negligence! D M S
boundaries very clearly, which
is useful to collectors.
- that the show of ten TPOs in
Baden consisted of an old and
new French, and new German,
Austrian and Italian coaches,
and the following five Swiss,
Nos.223 of 1894 from the Transport Museum in Luzern, 301, 386,
EX LIBRIS - Will the member who has
955, and 961. Copies of these
borrowed the Zumstein Postal Stationfive data sheets can also be
ery Catalogue from the Library please
had from me.
return it as quickly as it is
- that the Pro Patria organisers
required.
E J Rawnsley
are trying a new sales method
this year. Households have been
sent a coloured leaflet showing
At the recent Convention of the Yorkall the four stamps and a green
shire Philatelic Association in
Giro payment form to order a
Sheffield, Hadyn Vaughan the eldest
wide variety of packets of mixed
son of Helvetia member Mr P Vaughan
stamps. If successful, I guess
of Bolton, won the G W Dyson Cup in
this will be used by the Pro
the junior section with a Swiss entry.
.
well
as
e
ntut
Juve
I am sure all Helvetia members will
- that Mr Katcher's find, the
join your reporter in extending conSc rayed Tax stamp, is promigratulations to young Hadyn on his
nently on show at the Lunaba.
outstanding achievement.
R A H
The first day, a public holiday,
Ascension Day, had large crowds.
son
Report to follow.
Last month's appeal by Mr R S John
ord
erfo
Ruth
M
al acceptfor details of private post
ance stations did, of course, mean
I have only received comments
ALL, from any part of Switzerland, an
from three members about the
not just the ones in the Ticino. So
item on falling membership of
have another look in your collections
philatelic societies on page 29
as I have not received any yet: Ed.
of the April issue. Is this all?
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A - Z of SWISS PHILATELY
3UMESPEIER - the National Fete celebration held on 1st August each year.
In 1910 it was decided to issue pictorial postcards with three language
inscription and imprinted stamp.
Single and later some sets of four
or five cards appeared depicting
people of note,i.e. Pestalozzi or
the writer Gottfried Keller. In due
- course the cards included rates for
airmail.
The cards with imprinted stamps
ceased to be issued officially by
the PTT in 1937 when the title was
changed to 'PRO PATRIA I , although
unofficial cards continued to be
issued without imprinted stamps.
Also from 1937 a set of stamps was
issued each year, carrying a surcharge
which went to help charities.
Assembling the early cards with
the later stamps, covers and cancellations, which include those to
mark the celebration on the Ruthi
Meadow, where the Confederates made
their pledge, the 'Oath of the Ruth',
to free their country from tyranny,
will soon build up an interesting
and colourful collection. E J R

Ober die Frankaturen

J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Georges Valko

1882 bis 1907
CONTENTS
Postal tarl.ffs for: letters, postcards, registration, legal
documents, express delivery, newspapers, printed matter, samples,
monetary matters (Nachnahme, Mandates), receipts.
Regulations concerning: franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of mail, free-post.
Cancellation conditions: special types of
mail and much more.

p

ostage, philatelic

The book has 62 pages of text, many illustrated, and 24 pages of
plates in full colour. Price SFR 35- + post SFR 4.90
(airmail SR 7.45)
Please order direct from: ZUMSTEIN + CIE, Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, Postfach 2585
CH-3001 B E R N, Switzerland

Do you know our monthly journal the 'BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG'?
If not, please write for a free specimen copy, 'without obligation.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed by RPM Re p rographics alichester Ltd., Chichester, GB

Inc 656.835(494)
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TIMBRE
AU DOS

1 9 8 7

41st year

by Marc Guinan

cting
About the turn of the century one of our postcard collecards! This
mum'
ancestors had the bright idea of trying to make 'maxi as 1905 to
caused the PTT to issue special hand stamps as early
1907 they found
indicate that the stamp was on the reverse. By October Postmasters
that
it necessary to announce in the Official Bulletin
stamps on the back
were to try and persuade the public not to stick the and apply the
sides
because of the extra work needed to check both
special cancel.
collectors
The fashion reached such proportions that many postcardon the back'.
p
'stam
had their own rubber stamps with variations of the
declined and many cards
With the 1914-18 war the practice seems to have
available for
now
r
were sent for salvage thus reducing the numbe
study.
al by stamp
The late twenties and early thirties saw a brief revivstill retain
usly
obvio
dealers such as Bela Sekula. Some post offices
Fr 1) were
their cancellers as Chur ( Fr/Ger 4) and Klosterss (Ger/
asking if a
worth
alway
is
cancelling to order as late as 1973. It
the more
use;
r
longe
no
they
post office has any old hand stamps which
with a
card
plain
a
on
stuck
obliging will cancel a 10c postage stamp
ctor.
colle
a
are
good selection if you explain that you
s by
The official cancels are shown below and fall into group
with the
red,
measu
are
es
strik
language. Complications occur when the
be
to
yet
mor.)
with
ypes,
sub-t
result that there are a number of
issued
been
have
main,
the
in
must,
llers
. discovered. Although the cance
age appropriate
by the PTT and would presumably have been in the 1-Agu Rhone' have a
to the area why did Geneve 'Rue du Stand' and 'Rue dua
Fr/Ger type 1,
Ger/Fr type 3 and Chur a Fr/Ger type 4? Basel 14 had Coppe
t, a village
did
as
dos'
au
re
'Timb
and Basel Brf Exp had a nice
r. Vallorbe had a
near Geneva; certainly a mystery looking for an answeFr/Ger type 1.
boxed one at first (see heading), but by 1910 had a
san serif, Fr/Ger
Other individual ones were Carouge with an all caps,
and Zurich 13 with a single line AFFR. AU VERSO.
had It/Get!
The Italian ones at first seemed simple but Lugano 2
others from the
surely it should have included French for the UPU? The
Where do we
Ticino, when measured, showed they were not all the same.
go next?
continued over
49-56ILondon July 19671ISSN 0951-0C'CI
H2LV PHIL SOC NEWSLI41st yearlNo 71pp
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CLASSIFICATION of common types, all
(Dimensions - length X height.)
Ger/Fr 1, large, serifs,57 X 9.5 mm
Ger/Fr 2, small, serifs, 44 X 10 mm
Ger/Fr 3, small, san-serif, 43 X 10
Ger/Fr 4, equivalent type to Fr/Ger
Fr/Ger
Fr/Ger
Fr/Ger
Fr/Ger

1,
2,
3,
4,

July 1987

upper and lower case.
a y . three main variations.
one type, Bern Brf. Exp.
mm a y . five main variations.
4 not known.

large, serifs, 56 X 10 mm a y . six main variations.
equivalent type to Ger/Fr 2 not known.
small,san-serif, 43 X 9 mm a y . ten main varities.
large, san-serif, 55 X 8 mm, one only, Chur 1973.

It/Ger 1, large, serif, 57 X 10 mm o/a, one only, Lugano 2.
It/Fr 1, large, serif, 57 X 10 mm o/a, eight variations so far!

Frankatur siehe IUickSite.
kffranchissement au verso. Ger/Fr
Frankatur siehe Riickseite.
AfFranchissement au verso .

Ger/Fr 4 not known

Ger/Fr 3

Affrant'hi etiteilt an ve 1'50.
Frailicatu iche 11.liekseit.e.

FilGer

Fral4atu

ciehe Rackseite. Fr/Ger

Petro,
Fruitatur zlzite.giaSeita
r p arie,

Fr/Ger 2 not known

Frank . atursieheRLickseite

3

Fr/Ge'r 4

Franco retro

0
s

1

Affranchissement au vorso

Affranchissement au verso.
r

Fraikatursielie giickseite,
Afiranthissenethauversa Ge r/Fr 2

1

it/Ger

1

Aiffanchi

m elit

a.0 vErso.

it/Fr 1

One-koffs
2-line 'TIMBRE AU DOS/MARKE RUCKSEITIG' at Basel Brf Exp 12 VIII 05 and
25 VI 16 (also reported for Coppet, but blue crayon used on 8 I 07).
2-line 'AFFRANCHISSEMENT AU VERSO./FRANKATUR SIEHE RUCKSEITE' at
Carouge (Ge) on 26 VIII 05.
Boxed 2-line 'TIMBRE/AU DOS' at Vallorbe on 12 IX 07 (Vallorbe was
using Fr/Ger type 1 by 15 X 10).
(illustrated in title)
Single-line 'AFFR. AU VERSO' at Zurich 13 on 23 IV 08.

, IIMEREAU CVS
i i4ARAE

AFFRAACHSETLiii AU VERA
FRAUATUR SibiE RUCKSE1TE.

AF FR. AU VERSO

Private ones are not listed as they are many and various.
Any information that readers may have, including photocopies, would
be much ap p reciated and will eventually be published.
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by David Dixey

SIXTEEN & TWO THIRDS GOLD CENTIMES TO PAY

found in international
From time to time hand struck markings are
ntly, when enquiring of
mails which are unusual and unexpected. Rece
offered an underpaid 1933
a dealer for Swiss postage due items, I was
a boxed tax mark of 16 2/3
postcard from Geneve to Amiens, France with
me. Shortly afterwards, when
(figure 1) which was previously unknown to
ry cards, a similar marking
examining an accumulation of postal statione
to Wien (figure 2). However,
was discovered on a 1932 card from Zurich
incorrectly applied, the 10c
in this case it seems that the marking was
matter rate. Discussion of these
being enough to cover the 71-c printed
tence of a further, much
marks with our Secretary revealed the exis
on a 1929 postcard from
larger, example of this type of handstamp
Mdhlehorn (GL) to Paris (figure 3).
rpaid international mail
UPU regulations require that unpaid or unde
country of origin with a
shall be clearly marked by offices in the
, with double the amount
letter T (indicating tax) and, prior to 1964
l currency known as the 'Gold
of the deficiency expressed in a fictiona
Conference of 1924 as 'a
Franc'. This was defined at the Stockholm
1 grams of gold with a
franc of 100 centimes with a weight of 10/3
rmination of amounts of
purity of 90% '. The need to place the dete
on 'the gold standard'
postage due on underpaid international mail
tuations of currencies
was initially forced by the often rapid fluc
and remained the method for
which occurred after the First World War
erent currencies until the
conversion of the amounts due between diff
early 1960s.
for Swiss domestic
The examples shown were paid at the 10c rate
, an underpayment of 10c and
postcards instead of the 20c foreign rate
ng the period covered by the
thus liable to 20c Swiss postage due. Duri
16 2/3 gold centimes. It is
three postcards the 20c Swiss equated to
amount was converted to
also interesting to note that in France this
.
85c French in 1929 and 60c French in 1933
hand struck markings were
2/3
16
T
d
It is thought that these boxe
es of foreign mail, and that
applied by offices handling large quantiti
.
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they were made to save time by avoiding having to add the 16 2/3 in
manuscript alongside a T-marking. This would be especially useful
when dealing with significant numbers of incorrectly paid postcards
mailed by holidaymakers visiting Switzerland.
Many questions remain unanswered. How extensive was the use of these
handstamps; how long were they in use; do they exist with other values;
were there any official instructions concerning their production and
use? .
Help is sought from readers of the Newsletter. Do you have any more
information regarding these handstamps, or do you have any underpaid
postcards (or letters) from Switzerland to foreign destinations which
show 16 2/3 gold centimes to pay?
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SILVER AWARD - Con g ratulations to our member Gene Kelly who has received
a Silver Award for his 'Catalog of the Fiscal Stamps of the Kanton and
Gemeinden of Switzerland'. This was at the Eleventh Annual Philatelic
Literature Fair held by the Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Museum in
Weston, Mass., USA.

On the subject of fiscals, does anyone have any fiscals with Postal
Cancellations, any Canton at all please? Photocopies to the Editor who
will forward them to Gene Kelly to help in the research.
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A FOSTOI'i.RD to LAUSANNE from SPAIN - 10cts paid, so why the postage due?
A look through Gibbons gives the answer, the stamps used were Spanish •
War Tax labels and should have been used in addition to normal postage.
that
Therefore the Spanish P 0 used their T-cancel to advise the Swiss
a tax was due. A good example when making a study of the use of postage
dues, first study the postal rates from other countries to Switzerland;
but most important of all keep handy a reference volume of Gibbons (or
G W H
similar) to check the validity of 'foreign' stamps.
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DATES - and how to read them

BASIC - as it is written!

Many moons ago, when I was at school,
the craze was to ask people what day
of the week they were born. Many just
did not know; it was made very easy
for us all by my Maths Master who
drew up the following chart. Even to
this day I find it most helpful in
pursing my study of Postal History
and the like.
Perhaps others may wish to consult
the chart for their own research.

For the benefit of any one who
can gettheir hands on a computor,
and even more importantly can
get it_to work consistently, then
the program below also works.

10 REM convert date to day
20 DIM 4141(7,6): REM days or th
e week
30 FOR n=1 TO 7: READ d$Cn/-: N
EXT n
40 DIM *(123: REM- lengths of m
onths
50 FOR n=1 TO 12: RERD Mtn): N
EXT n
100 REM input date
110 INPUT 'day?";dayExample: what day of the week was
/20 INPUT -mOnth?";Month
let March 1843?
130 INPuT " y ear (20th century on
ly)?";year
140 IF year(1901 THEN PRINT "20
1. take the last two digits of
thcentury starts at1901 . ': GO TO
100
the year
43
150 IF year>2000 THEN PRINT "20
2. add a quarter of this number,
'L K century ends at 2000-: GO TO
100
- neglect any remainder
10
150 IF monthil THEN GO TO 210
170 IF month>12 THEN GO TO 210
3. add the date of the month
1
180 IF year,4-INT" tyear,4)=-0 M4. add according to the month:
EN- LET w(21=2.9: REM Leap year ...
10 IF dau>ftiftOnth1 TmEM PRINT
*Jan 1 May 2 Sept 6
“ThiS month has only ";mtmonth);
"days.": GO TO 500
*Feb 4 Jun 5 Oct
1
200 IF day >0 THEN GO TO 300'
Mar 4 Jul 0 Nov 4
210 PRINT -va tu ***.Give ste a
real date."
Apr 0 Aug 3 Dec 6
4
220 GO TO 500"300 REM convert date to number
(*Jan & Feb in leap year
Of days since start Of century
310 LET y=year-1901
should be 0 & 3 resp.)
320 LET b=35.5*y-kINT (v."): REM 5. add for the 18th century 4
number Of days to start 04 year
330 FOR n=1 TO month.-1.:- REM add
19th
2
on previous months
340 LET b=b+mtn-1-: NEXT- n
0
20th
350 LET b=b+day21st
6
2
400 REM convert to day of week
410 LET b=b-74NT (b/71+1420 PRINT day; ',";month;",";yea60
r
430 FOR n=e, TO 3 STEP ."1": - REM r'
6. divide the total by 7 and
emove trailing spaces
44.0 IF d$- b, n <> ..
THEN GO- TO 4
the remainder will show the
day as follows:
450 NEXT n
460 LET e*z=as tb., TO n)
470:
"iS a ";e$; "day"
1 Sunday
5 Thursday
restore Fe
500- LET it 121 =215:
6 Friday
2 Monday
Ibruary
510 INPUT "again?",a$
3 Tuesday 0 Saturday
520 IF a$="n*
THEN GO TO 540
53WIF a $ 4 "
THE7+ GO TO 1004 Wednesday
1000 REM days of week.
1010 DATA "mon","Tues",-wednes"
Therefore 60 + 7 = 8 with 4 remainder 1020 ORTR "Thurs","Fri","5atur",
"Sun"
so we Lan see that 1st March 1843
1100 REM lengths of months
1110 DATR 31,2a,31,30,31,3e was a Wednesday.
1120 DATA 31,31,30,31,30,31-Geoff Hubbard

Reports from Switzerland indicate
that stamps cancelled with a T
have been quietly 'bought up' by
collectors there in the know.
They are now very difficult to
find loose and even scarcer on
cover. Has someone over there
been reading the AMCO catalogue?

'Reception du courrier
18 OCT 1944
IN AUCTION - cover with this and
described as rare 'received by
messenger' mark at Red Cross, Z25.
Any comments from members?
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YOU KNOW?

taken 26 years to accept this fact in
it's cancellations, as'it's K cancel
r
was issued on 23.12.61, 3 months afte
er. Even in
passing the critical numb
p
1970 when this was su erseded by a
machine cancel the opportunity was not
taken, only the plane was changed. Now
in July the slogan reads 'Flughafenstadt' instead of 'Flughafendorf', but
the plane has not been modernised this
time.
M Rutherfoord

-that now with a credit card (of
the big four) you can pay for;
p
stam s etc. at the nine hilatelic Bureaux, Postbus tickets
at the larger places, and telephone or telegraph calls from
the manned telephone offices.
This meansthat in fact the PTT
are selling stamps at a discount
which is not allowed.
KLOTEN
-that on 27th April the foun9
.......'
0 T 4.,„ , . , .
PTT
new
the
of
‘.
dation stone
111
'
4
Dlis
Flughtiondorf
Un
Museum was laid by Dr Hans23111.61 -8
. .-„,----.-- A
Werner Binz, President of the
muting
exis
the
near
PTT,
GD
KLOTEN
ME
, -•..4.,.....,
The
eld.
henf
seum in Bern Kirc
C.
It %ghat* 04.64
n7,..S.: AM\ 11 ... ..
opening is planned for 1990.
fenstadt
antle Flugha
-that the present exhibition in
the PTT Museum is part of the
Gold exhibit on 'Birds of Herr
VISA ACCESS - DINERS - AmEx
Fernand Martenet of Monthey. He
is showing about a quarter of
Members buying stamps from Swiss and
on
d
base
on
ecti
coll
his 20-year
other dealers and auctions can save
ornithological families etc.
heavy bank charges if they use their
t
abou
are
ines
-that Frama mach
credit cards. The National Giro Bank
to be tested whereby a PTT tele- also provides a service for account
phone credit card can be used as holders to transfer money to Swiss,
well as coins. Plastic money is
and other, Postcheckonto or Giro bank
ng.
ythi
creeping into ever
accounts directly; a useful service
the
that
3
189
in
was
-that it
and worth opening an account for if
Swiss Private Railways (6 years
only to pay for things such as stamps.
SBB:
e
stat
the
me
beca
before they
opened a ticket-cum-tourist
office in. London. Today they are Exchange Packet
only 5-10% in private hands, and
special legislation has just
Remember that booklets are required
r
thei
le
hand
to
ed
pass
been
urgently in JULY not August, then in
e,
stat
by
enormous deficits
September up to and including Decembe/
of
use
Beca
age.
vill
and
on
cant
'Green' pressure even extensive
renewal and conservation projNORTHERN GROUP -*The Syllabus for the
ects are now acceptable.
coming season has been prepared with
-that every year the 16 Official
the first meeting on the 19th SeptembE
Union of Swiss Phil. Soc. exso make a note of the date now
perts handle about 7000 cases,
The subject will be 'Tell and Tell Bo2
of which about 20 are fake in
with the discussion led by Mr D Arthu:
some way. However the main difChairman of the group. Anyone who is
ficulty is finding candidates
interested in joining the Northern.
for the future.
Group should contact the Secretary,
-that in Switzerland a village
Mr R A Hoyle, 8 Rhodesia Avenue,
becomes a town when it has
Stafford Road, Halifax HX3 OPB.
10 000 inhabitants, but Kloten,
nirnort lies, has
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SPECIALISATION - is not just collecting
all the stamps from one section of the
catalogue such as Pro juventute. What
is missing and what is needed? First
the forerunners, then the errors and
varieties shown in the Specialised
catalogue. Next come the covers, not
just the FDCs but ordinary ones especially for the earlier issues; modern
Pj stamps haze unlimited validity but
the earlier issues had a much shorter
life span from their issue date of
1st December each year:
1913-15 3 months - to 28 Feb.
1916 - 28 5 months - to 30 April.
1929-52 6 months - to 31 May.
1953-63 7 months - to 30 June.
1964
Unlimited validity.
A collection should, therefore,
include items showing the last day of
use and even others which were no
longer valid and marked with an indication of Postage Due although the
fee may not have been collected.
Much has been written about these
issues but new inforiaatiOn is constantly turning up, you may be the s
one to find it!, Research in 1952
showed that one of the 1928 issue had
double perforations, it took 24 years
to locate this variety so good hunting
to collectors of this popular series. G

Ober die Frankaturen

1882 bis 1907

July 1987

J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

H

Georges Valko

CONTENTS

Postal tariffs for: letters, postcards, registration, legal
documents, express delivery, newspapers, printed matter, samples,
monetary matters (Nachnahme, Mandates), receipts.
Regulations concerning: franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of mail, free-post.
Cancellation conditions: special types of
mail and much more.
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GERYAN SCRIPT
practically before our eyes.
Knowledge of a handwriting has disappeared
p
in Switzerland at one time,
German scri t, which was also in common use
a great loss for all who
can be read by hardly anyone today. This is
r handwritten documents.
wish to read old letters, postcards and othe
handwriting which will repay
There, are stories hidden behind the German
script.
the effort of learning how to decipher the

nit *ken

r und Peter Schuppisser
dosiirfel nod) ,,, Georg Guble

written in old German handAnyone who seeks help in deciphering papers
long age that pupils in
writing will not find it easy. It is not so
of German script.
Swiss-German schools had to practise the ABC
our immediate forefathers
by
Within a few decades the handwriting used
p
al habet of the German
an
key
the
lack
We
us.
to
own
unkn
me
has beco
rse sides of postcards remain
script. Letters, Acts, memoires or the reve
too much trouble for many.
unknown and lost treasures: deciphering is
German script came and went
sand years from the Greek and
Our handwriting has developed over two thou
script to uncial, halfRoman stone-cut letters via the Roman capital
rs, from there to the regionuncial and the sloping carolingian characte
s such as Fraktur (nonally distinct Antigua (Latin) and Gothic form
ing script and German hand
cursive). Since the 17th century latin runn
g on the decisions of distric
script have developed side by side dependin
authorities and school commissions.

, How
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balbunziate,

fakir
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After many changes of writing tool - chisel, quill pen, brush - the
8teel nib triumphed after two centuries.
It was only natural in Switzerland that the cursive script was used
in the French and Italian-speaking areas. The German-speaking areas
taught quite differently. In 1926 there were still nine cantons, all in
inner Switzerland, which taught the German script up to class 5, then
they added the Latin script. Many schools later kept the German writing
method fluent. One peculiarity was that even in 1970 the reading of old
German handwriting was an official examination subject at the technical
school for compositors in Zürich.
The political events of the thirties dealt the death blow to the old
German script. After the war even the newspapers were compelled to give
up the old script, many to their great regret; the factories which made
the dies for the typesetting had been destroyed by the bombing.

U0 nate nobir ormio te9
=air= brart

ftalituifollEmpnirarf tope

valuta tionon Et urntrutt
Digna reirbrare tumour .g)

Specimen of the writing from the
42-line Bible of Johannes Gutenberg.
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The angular Fraktur script presented a few difficulties in the transition
to the more fluid form of handwriting.
be continued next month.)
*Georg .....Gubler was formerly a teacher at the Art School, Zürich, and
has made this article possible with his knowledge, text contributions
and examples of handwriting. Peter Schuppisser is Editor-in-Chief of
the magazine 'Srnmeln' where this article was first published. The
article was reproduced in the magazine 'Postgeschichte' of December 1985
and has been re p roduced here with the permission of the publisher, Hans
R Schwarzenbach, P 0 Box 104, CH-8025 Zürich. The translation has been
made by our member Mr R S Johnson.
VARIETIES It is reported in the SBZ that Z 582, the 40c value of the
Pioneers of Aviation series has been noted with a downwards colour shift
- no snow on aircraft wing and Eider's cap extends into top margin,

August
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THE ZURICH REGION by E J Rawnsl
SELF-SERVICE POST OFFICES OF
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line marks. Since the question of discontinuin g the second daily mail
delivery and Saturday services, this new service provided many advantages. Important items could be posted at any hour of the day, even on
Sunday. Money changers, stamp machines and scales enabled customers to
frank mail correctly, together with methods for posting insured parcels,
registered items etc.
Ten such self-service offices in Zarich were in use at the time this
information became available in 1979 and are listed below. No doubt
there are now many more, not only in Zürich but in other parts of the
country.
The project has been very successful and plans have been made to install
such facilities in shopping centres of housing development areas, thus
replacing the former small and less extensive parcel acceptance stations
in grocery shops and others l established some 40 years previously.
The following cancels, from the Zarich area, are those mentioned in
the original article:
BENGLEN in Binz-Maur, GRITNAU in Zarich-Altstetten, FAHRWEID near
Dietikon, ADLIKON near Regensdorf, and ZURICH LOCHERGUT, ZWISCHENBACHEN, im STRUPPEN, SCHAUENBERG, BIRCHOF, and SCHIICREN-IILIE.
Will this far-reaching experiment set the pattern for postal services
elsewhere, particularly in Britain where the closure of many small or
sub-post offices has caused problems?
I would be interested to hear of other examples of these cancels
which members may have come across.

THE FIRST MAXIMUM CARD? or the reason for the 'Timbre au Dos'

mi

The article last month about the stamps on the
back may have been a result of the postcard
publishers who supplied the needs of collectors.
ritz
r
,as tzteds. ,..a svnte egno
The card below has not passed through the post,
et sutglais soot aussi admis en paiement.
it has been cancelled to order in the place of
the picture and supplied direct to the customer.
The publisher has even signed the card for the customer. The cancel
is of 19 XII 04, before the PTT directive.
A

Tome personae cini = yens fs.1.20 par man.
dat poste I la Libraittie Delachaux & Niestlie„
a Neuchatel (Suisse), recevra u belles cartes
postales alpestres toates differentes. Pour recevoir Its memes cartes adressées isoloment at
mr, d u
dLenvoyer.
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Chateau de Lucerne (Ct. de Vaud). 11 existait déjà au X s skate. On
ignore ropoque de la tondatioo.
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J. P.N. 2481. Edit T. Pfaff, flauthitti (Stitis).
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the time being)
ANOTHER PHOSPHOR INCID:NT 'CONCLUDED' (for
owing is the final picture,
Things have settled down a bit, so the foll
only some details to come still.
e on page 28 of the April
POSTCARDS. The following changes to my tabl
issue should be made:
only 86/87, with bright
-1. An issue in 1984 was not made it seems,
with Bi watermark.
green cover, to use up old stocks of this card
covers (six different
-2. I have found four issues, 84 with light blue
e diff. Z adverts,
Zumstein adverts), 84 with yellow covers (fiv
) 85/86 with bright
same as above, and booklets of May 83, blue
ht green covers.
orange covers, no :6' adverts, 86/87 with brig
All L watermark.
ible if some were sent off
-3. None yet heard of, but still poss
before they were turned into No. -5.
a vending machine with
-6. On the 25th May, in Appenzell, I found
ht green cover, and
this, the new standard version, with it's brig
1986 the PTT say.
single fluor bar. Printed towards the end of
ge cover containing two
Gene Kelly reports finding a booklet with oran
I told the Head of Stamp
Bi and two L cards. Rather surprised, when
Production in Bern.
r is still available for
COIL STAMPS. Enough old phosphor-coated pape
there is enough fluorany 10c reprint, as demand is very low. Also
A possible new design
on-phosphor paper for any reprints of the 50c.
is unlikely. The chances
would be on the new mat fluor paper, but this
would mean the elimination
are higher that the next rate change, to 60c,
Bureaux are now selling
of all coil vending machines. The Philatelic
k number, but the 20c
strips of five, in sets, 10c and 50c with blac
as before.
1986 Postmen will be reprinted
SHEET STAMPS. Only the six values of the
inted on the 12.2.87, and
on fluor paper. So far the 350 has been repr
The 25c and 90c are very
the 80c on 23.2.87 I have found and bought.
. The seldom-used Sc and
likely to have been printed, but not yet seen
10c values are less likely.
reprinted on fluor paper,
The medium-value Zodiac stamps will not be
seldom used on letters,
as this brings no benefits, these stamps are
d, however, be printed on
i.e. sortable by machine. A new design woul
the new standard fluor paper with mat gum.
il fluor paper was fitted
FRAMA LABELS. Nobody noticed when in Rappersw
into the machine. Now known in Basel.
ple don't like the 35c
BOOKLETS. So few of these are sold today (peo
e phosphor until a new
and odd values) that the PTT will leave thes
.
booklet with only 50c stamps is decided upon
rter table) machines be
The PTT had intended that the ALP (or facer-so
r recognition, but as they
changed over in April from phosphor to fluo
fluor stamps etc. in the four
did nothing to force the distribution of
as the proportion of
catchment areas, they still cannot change over
phosphor stamps is still too high.
luminescent bar on the
A forgotten item was the changep over of the
phor is still being used, but
free Giro inpayment green envelo es. Phos
bar in fluor will be applied,
I ho p e to find out soon if an additional
or only a direct change to fluor.
ers have decided not
p
It a pears that Zumstein and the other big deal
catalogues, only in the
to mention the new fluor paper in the normal
nescence is enough (see the
Specialised. This is probably correct, lumi
n by UV lamp would be too
2.50 fr. weathercock), further determinatio
much for the straight collector.
M Rutherfoord
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35 c. Centenary of the Swiss Master Butchers Federation The Swiss Master

Butchers' Federation was founded in Baden in 1887. It now comprises 103 cantonal and
local affiliated associations with more than 2500 members and has its headquarters in
Zurich. The Federation's purpose is to represent and defend the interests of the entire
butchery trade. About 4000 meat sales outlets and more than 20,000 employees are directly
affected by the decisions of this trade organisation. Another major concern is the training
of butchers and meat or delicatessen sales staff. Here the Federation lays down compulsory
guidelines, which also take account of the increasing number of woman entering the trade.
Meat plays an important part in Switzerland's economy. Total sales of meat products are
estimated at more than seven billion francs a year. In addition, the trade is legally obliged to
purchase the entire fat stock production at guaranteed prices, thus ensuring a fair income
for the farmers.
The stamp designed by Karl Tanner of Neuhausen shows a butcher slicing cutlets.

50 c. 50th Anniversary of Stamp Day In 1936 the Congress of FPI (Federation internationale de Philatélie) recommended all its member associations to organize a special day
each year in honour of philately. In Switzerland this (Stamp Day) has been celebrated during
the first weekend of December ever since 1937. Under the patronage of the Federation of
Swiss Philatelic Societies, a different affiliated society organizes the event each year. The
society concerned arranges for the usual special date-stamp cancellation - a very popular
collector's item - to be used and for the traditional covers and postcards to be available.
For many years Stamp Day has also been linked to a stamp exhibition and mart, making
it even more attractive. The organizer of the 50th anniversary, which will be celebrated
on 6 December 1987. is the Zurzach and District Philatelic Society. The stamp being released
to mark the occaaion has been designed by Lilian Perrin of Berne. It symbolizes stamp
collecting as a hobby for all the family.
90 c. Centenary of Swiss Dairying Association The Swiss Dairying Association was
founded at a delegate meeting in Olten on 27 February 1887. The umbrella organization
of Switzerland's commercial milk processors, it now has more than 3000 members. The
Association's main purpose is to provide training, on behalf of the federal and cantonal
authorities, in the cheesemaking and dairyman trades, from apprentice do master. As
regards apprenticeships. the Association keeps abreast of technical developments by introducing new subjects into the curricula. At master level, on the other hand, emphasis is placed
more on management subjects. The Swiss Dairy Industries Secretariat in Berne is the
Association's headquarters. Its tasks include providing information through its own trade
newspaper and assisting the milk processing organizations (purchasers, work managers)
with special problems such as quality improvement and accounting.
The stamp design by Arnold Wittmer of Gunzwil shows a cheesemaker in a traditional dairy.
Using the so-called harp, he breaks up the curdled mass in a big copper vat at the precheese stage.
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Particulars
Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA.
La Chaux-de-Fonds
Paper
white, with luminous
substance
Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps
Sheet margin
Designation of issue.
statements of value

Sale
while stocks last
Post offices:
from 4 9 1987 to 29 2 1988
Philatelic offices:
from 4 9 1987 to 30 9 1988
Advance sale
from 28 8 1987
Validity unlimited
from 4 9 1987
Stamp pictures/Designers
30 c. Butcher:
Karl Tanner. Neuhausen
50 c. Symbolic representation: Lilian Perrin,
Berne
90 c. Cheesemaker:
Arnold Wittmer. Gunzwil
I
Size 36 x 26 mm
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O Years
Tourism

If 1787 is considered the year in which alpinism was
born and tourism started in Switzerland, this is because
of Horace Benedict de Saussure (1740-1799) of
Geneva, who climbed Mont Blanc on 3 August to
make scientific measurements. His account of this
ascent was widely read and removed fear of the mountains, making them attractive to many people. As a result, the stream of visitors to Switzerland
increased considerably. even before the advent of the railway.
In many cantons tourism has developed into an important industry, which in 1985 accounted
for 16,5 billion francs of the country's earnings, equivalent to nearly 8 percent of the gross
domestic product In Switzerland's international trade, tourism is the third biggest foreign
currency earner after the metal, mechanical engineering and chemical industries. Of equal
importance, however, though they cannot be expressed in figures, are the personal relationships formed through tourism. It is these very links which help us to learn about the problems
and cares as well as the hopes and aspirations of others, thus promoting mutual understanding. - The event is being commemorated by a set of four stamps (50 c, 80 c, 90 c
and 140 c). They feature the country's four language regions and are invitations to visit
Switzerland at any time of the year. In view of the importance of tourism to the country
as a whole, the four subjects are also being issued together in a miniature sheet, for which
no extra charge is made.
The designer, graphic artist H. Schelbert of Olten, has combined the following subjects:
Spring: Clock Tower of Zug. a lakeside town (German language region). Summer: Church of
San Carlo, Negrentino near Prugiasco/Blenio valley (Italian language region). Autumn: Witches Tower, part of Sion's town fortifications (French language region). Winter: Ruins of Jörgenberg Castle, WaltensburgNuorz. Surselva (Rhaeto-Romansh language region).
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Stamp pictures
50 c. Clock Tower of Zug
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80 c. Church of San Carlo,
Negrentino near Prugiasco

*...*
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90 c. Witches Tower of Sion p rice 3 . 60 fr.
140 c. Ruins of JOrgenberg
Castle. WalterisburgNuorz.
Designer
Hermann Scrielbert. Often
Size 26 x 36 mm
Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA,
La Chaux-de-Fonds
Plum'
white, fluorescent
mat gummed
Printing cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps

Size
Sheet 78,5 x102 mm
stamps 26 x36 mm
The stamps of the sheet
are perforated
Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA,

La Chaux-de-Fonds
Paper
white, fluorescent
glossy gum
Printing cylinder
12 unnumbered sheets:
which are not available
uncut or as a set
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the new gum, colourless and
mat,introduced generally this
year (but already tried in the
1984 booklets) has given the PTT
a lot of trouble as it was not
evenly applied. The reason given
for the change is that the new
SSR IV printing machine runs
very hot to dry the inks fast,
therefore a heat-resisting gum 2
was needed. The amount is 10g/m .
Pity it is not flavoured.
-that this winter there will be
a series of talks on TV to give
a boost to philately. A number
of new publicity leaflets have
been issued, in English too.
-that the Fund for Furthering
Philately still can't spend
each year the interest on the
capital, which is now well over
SFr.8. Sfr.55 000 went for Youth
groups and 31 000 for help with
various publications, but they
will not support any supplements
or up-dates of handbooks, catalogues etc. Pity.
-that the LUNABA was the last
exhibition under the old PIP
rules, now one of the main
changes is that 'research' gets
35% points. For 'presentation'
there are only 5%, so expensive,
complicated what-nets, so
beloved in Switzerland, will not
in future compensate for lack
of philatelic knowledge. We will
see.
-that both the Pro Patria and
Pro Juventute organisations
de p end mainly on the stamp surcharge to finance their good
works, so therefore the 'stamps
sold' statistics are of the
greatest interest to them, and
to collectors too. The PJ sells
about twice the PP ones, and
gets about Sfr.em and 4m respectively, but the PJ is continually falling, while the PP
is more stable.
-that the number of stamps actually produced is still climbing,

1.75 rise in 1986, in spite of a 5%
rise in numbers of franking machines
(to 24 600) and 20% rise of FRAMA
dispensers (to 650). Courvoisier
printed 228m and the PTT 565m stamps.
-that the number of standing order
holders has slightly increased inland,
but continues to drop outside. The
PTT does not say so but the number
of stamps per order has dropped
considerably.
-that the PTT were more than glad
that the official French prize for
the best stamp in Europe in 1986 was
won by the two Hans Erni Europa ones.
M Rutherfoord
ADDITION TO THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
Gene Kelly's Catalog of the Fiscal
Stamps of the Kantone and Gemeinden
of Switzerland, Volume 1, already
published, covers the Cantons of
Schaffhausen, St. Gallen & Thurgau.
Much more to come - for the fiscal
collector it is a must, something
which should have been done a long
time ago; for the thematic collector
it opens up new fields previously
undreamt of: Such a labour of love
is obviously a full-time occupation
for Mr Kelly, who is diligent in his
pursuit of the remotest archive,
where he records the minutest details
for our benefit. His efforts will not
go unnoticed and can be recommended
to members as an invaluable addition
to their libraries. Volume 2 is to be
published in November; order now at
50 Sfr. including postage.
NORTHERN GROUP MEETING on Sept 19th
A discussion on the Tell and Tell Boy
issues to be lead by Mr D Arthur.
N E W 'K' CANCELS
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A - Z of Swiss Philately

J. S. ARMSTRONG

COVERS. Not every collector likes them
but for those who do it is a neverending subject for study. There are two
main ways of collecting them.
First there are pre-stamp covers and
some early stamped ones, and trying to
follow the routes by which letters were
carried, not only internally but also to
other surrounding countries, especially
during the period of the Helvetic Republic
and the occupation by France. These
record the gradual development of the
postal services up to 1850 when the
Federal Post came into existence, but
also indicated the methods by which fees
for delivery were calculated.
Secondly there are those for modern
commemorations. Switzerland has a flair
for producing most beautiful covers and
cancels to mark special events for every
kind of subject from historical anniversaries, exhibitions etc. These can be
built up to form a fine collection. Very
attractive are those where the vignette,
stamp and cancel are all on the same theme.
E JR

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE L44 6AF

Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1987/88

71st edition
4104
4

e

4 k„

•

now

'lir
....„

zumsbein
eLropa
ter/E3E3

Prices:

Postal fees for Europe:

Europe North
Europe Middle
Europe South
Europe East supplement

SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr. 7.50

SFr. 7.70
SFr. 8.60
SFr. 8.30
postal tarif

Europe East 1986/87
(as long as available)

SFr. 50.--

SFr. 11.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1987/88
as usual in colour

AMA
zumetein

sdhimik

in paper cover
with spiral binding

SFr. 11.-SFr. 13.--

SFr. 7.10
SFr. 7.10

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand London WC2E 9EU

kx**Perabein

14987S8

For direct prepayments use postal account number: Berne 30-334-1
thank you

ZUMSbe ln

Propr. Hertsch + Co., P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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by J F Barrett

CTABLE'?
ARE FORGERIES REALLY BECOMING 'RESPE

collectors of Swiss stamps, as
The answer to this question for all
other countries, must be an
well as for specialist collectors of
'We are not going to let it happen'.
em p hatic , NO, or more precisely
nger days) were stung by buying
I am sure that most of us (in our you
good to be true, only realising
a Cantonal at a price which seemed too
ed, stage in our hobby. I was
our mistake at a later, more experienc
ed to mount a campaign against them
caught not once but twice, and vow
where it concerned our younger upto whoever would listen, especially
'gems' mounted over my desk as a
and-coming collectors. I keep these
t addiction is another of my
constant reminder. (The unmounted min
campaigns.)
e years for family and business
My campaign has lain dormant for som
r ago after I had read Philatelic
reasons but was renewed about a yea
E Tyler (Robson Lowe, 1976).
Forgers - Their Lives and Works by V
ts of 84 forgers and dealers who
This excellent book details the exploi
of fakes which now permeate the
produced and/or sold many thousands
earlier mammoth work 'Album
hobby, many being Swiss Cantonals. The
s no less than 105 different
Weeds' by the Revd Earee (1892) detail
Cantonal forgeries in 39 pages.
spectability' to forgeries
The most blatant attempt to give 're
forgeries last year and, more
occurred with the Harmers auction of
re Sperati items were offered
recently, the Wessex March auction whe

Dangerous

Beginner's 'Delights'
0^n

wmutcT

A1a1 vpar No

q

Dip 65-721London

Sept.19187 , I33N 0951-0001
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for example a Vaud £70/80 and a Geneva 1843 £50/60. How many know
that Sperati, in spite of his agreement with the BPA in 1953 to 'make
no more forgeries' was working on a new Basel Dove at the time of his
death in 1957? More recently Raoul de Thuin, a Belgian who carried on
'business' from Merida, Yucatan, Mexico was bought out by the APS in
1966 for an unknown amount. He too had signed a contract which stated,
in part, that he 'will cease forever all philatelic activities, commercial or personal, or through intermediaries or agents'. Quite by chance
I found two envelopes sent by him in a dealer's box at Ireland's STAMPA
in 1985. One had his Merida address (1966) and the other his later
address in Ecuador (1972), only 3 years before his death at the age of
85 when he was still peddling his products, albeit not disguising their
origins.
In my estimation the most dangerous aspect is not the advanced collector who merely wishes to add to his or her reference collection, but
to our ever decreasing younger collectors who could be caught with a
'dud' and be discouraged from the hobby forever:.
The only sensible solution then, given that we live in a supply and
demand world, is to eliminate the demand, i.e.stop buying, therefore
the supply should disappear. This requires, of necessity, a unified
boycott of purchasing. As members of the Swiss specialist societies in
these islands and the USA, all we can meaningfully accomplish is to
direct attention to these bogus Cantonals; the other specialist groups
would have to do likewise with their respective forgeries.
I believe that we as members of the Helvetia P S and the AHPS could
be the pioneering groups in an overall effort to rid our hobby of this
plague. Never forget the advice given almost 100 years ago: 'Fakers
come, and Fakers go, but Fakes go on forever' (Stanley Gibbons Monthly
Journal 2: 378 (1892)). I intend to present motions to both groups to
this effect. Just how many of our members are really willing to take a
stand and do something about it?
NB Photocopies of the descriptions of the Swiss forgeries from Earee's
book, or possibly other countries as well, can be obtained from me at:
4 Ashgrove, Newcastle Road, GALWAY, Ireland at £5 or $8, post paid.

CRISPIN DUSSER OF SCHWYZ

by D Cairns

Some years ago, among various 19th century covers
and entires that I had collected, I noticed a number
all addressed to the same person living in Schwyz one Crispin Dusser. More recently, and purely by
chance, I acquired a few more items which had been
sent to him.
As philatelists we are usually more concerned with
what is on the outside of the cover than with what
is to be found inside. It was only when I obtained
the latest items - philatelically unremarkable that I looked seriously at the contents and began
to wonder about Crispin Dusser of Schwyz.
An enquiry to the Cantonal Archivist in Schwyz proved helpful,
although the information was limited and can be summarised as follows:
'The Dusser family came to Schwyz from Baar in Canton Zug in the
17th century and were sufficiently important to warrant their own coat
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14th September 1775 and died on
of arms. Crispin Dusser was born on the
birthday. He owned what was
21st August 1865, just short of his 90th
. Whether he was the founder of
originally a tanning and spice business
rent from the correspondence that,
the firm is not clear, but it is appa
e of goods in which he traded
certainly in the 19th century, the rang
addition Crispin Dusser was a
was much wider than at the outset. In
one son, Anton (b. 15 VII 1815,
judge in the Canton of Schwyz. He had
over the family business on the
d. 3 I 1900) to whom his father made
ections were maintained with
3rd June 1855. Apparently commercial conn
descendents of the family are
Schwyz until about 1940, but today no
recorded there.'
to the firm of Crispin Dusser
At present I have 22 items addressed
equally between letters
between 1821 and 1866. These are divided
, or payment of goods supplied
referring to quotations requested from
for commodities supplied to him.
by Dusser, to straightforward invoices
difficulty, make deciphering
The style of script, plus the language
been possible to extract
something of a problem. However, it has
was a thriving 'middle man'
sufficient details to realise that here
selling goods which the firm
distribution concern, often buying and
never actually handled.
transition to the metric
While we are still struggling with the
of the last century many European
system, we forget that in the middle
y of the invoices reveals, for
countries had the same problem. A stud
example, that in
i COMMODITY FRANKING/CANCELS, ETC.
TOWN
SENDER
DATE
19th cent. Swit'4,&'5, tax mark,
Coffee
L.
Basel
zerland our pound
29.12.21 Taesch & Imbooff
Double str.line cancel
Tax mark?
?
L.
nzona
sterling symbol il
8.12.27 Caspar Dominic Ulrich Belli
Straight-line cancel
"franc*"
Paper
Inv
was often used to
Diezinger & Wiedemann Widenswil
15.7.34
131 tax mark. Double
Oil
Inv
denote Swiss francs 4.5.38 Diezinger & Wiedemann Widenswil
circle cance1,30m.m.
$30 tax mark. Double
while a price list
?
Inv
Widenswil
F. H. Strauli
19.2.41
circle cance1,30m.m.
ous
quotes vari
12/30 tax mark. Double
?
L.
Horgen
Streuly & Burkardt
14.7.44
circle cancel, 30m.m.
sizes of candles
'2/3' tax mark. Double
Candles
Inv
Widenswil
circle canoe1,30m.m.
at 'so many per lb' 12.8.44 J. J. Strauli
'2/3' tax mark. Double
Candles
Inv
Zurich
Caspar Bluntschly
weight.
16.8.48
cir."Zurich Nacbmittag'
Tax mark, Double circ14
Paper
Inv
The table summarMechanisehe Papierfab ZUrich
6.7.50
"Zurich Nachmittag" rec
-rik an der Sihl
10Rp.tax mark. Thimble
ises the items I
es
Candl
Inv
swil
Widen
28.10.54 J. J. Strauli
cancellation.
have seen. I am
10Rp.tax mark. Thimble
?
L.
swil
Widen
li
cancellation.
sure that in other 31.12.54 J. J. Strau
15Rp.tax mark. Thimble
/
L.
Zurich
28.3.55 Weiss & Bracken
cancel"Zurich Nachm."
collections there
15Rp.'Strubel',
?
L.
Lugano
may be other items 25.11.61 Joseph Gallo
'Schiffsbureau Luzern'
2Rp.Sitting Helvetia
Paper?
L.
addressed to
Basel
Johannes Zaeslein
8.2.63
'Schiffs.No.2 Luzern'
10Rp.Sitting Helvetia
Crispin Dusser. I
?
L.
rf
Altdo
Fr.Xavier Z'Graggen
10.4.63
"Schiffsbureau Luzern"
ed
would be interest
fs.No.2 Luzern'
'Schif
ng
Playi
Inv
en
Diessenhof
Johannes Muller
erthur-Aarau,
63
'Wint
12.9.
Tp0
anyCards
from
hear
to
ng Helvetia
Sitti
10Rp.
?
L.
St. Gallen
G. A. Weigmann
26.3.64
one who has such
TPO 'Chur - Zurich'
10Rp.Sitting Helvetia
Inv Artists'
Zurich
pieces, or who has 20.8.64 Rebsamen & Naegely
Materials TPO 'Luzern - Zurich'
10Rp.Sitting Helvetia
?
further information
L.
zUrich
Johannes Lavater
5.3.65
TPO 'Luzern - Zurich'
about the Dusser
10Rp.Sitting Helvetia
Inv Sugar
Geneva
Rod. L. Filliol
5
'Geneve - Sion'
TPO
10.5.6
r
orde
family, in
Sitting Helvetia
10Rp.
Coffee
L.
Schaffhausen
Carl G. Hurter
TPO 'St.Gallen - Olten
21.7.65
to ascertain the
TPO's 'St.Gallen-Zuric
t
gger
Inv Flour
Rorschach
range of the firzi s 19.6.66 IL. Bauhofer-E
'Luzern-Olten-Luzern'
Products
acts
cont
ness
busi
'Z... L. - Letts
Inv.-Invoi e.
and the period '
during which it
.____,
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THE A B C of GERMAN SCRIPT (continued from last month)
Characteristic Qualities
The most striking mark of the German script is certainly the angular,
jagged up and down of the line direction. The letters e, n, m and u at
first sight differ only slightly; perhaps, in the case of the e, by the
connecting line being set higher, or by a small hook over the u. This
mark over the u ensures that the straight cross line is not mistaken
for the letters n or m, which is employed in many scripts. This abbreviation is always put when only one letter is written in place of
two equal letters.
In contradiction to the lower case letters, which really remind us
of the printed Fraktur, most of the capital letters are made up of
Das ABC der deutschen
liandsdlulft

6/42

e
6fAva arv-

11,44/1441' "

Aa

Agenda

Kk

2A?
Schloss (SchloB)

Kakao

cZe*
Bb

Biber

Lineal

,apvirrr

.74";,eCc

Cicero

.

LI

/

1/4

‘
4441/1/14/

Dcf Duden

-6/P

d'a/f;"Ifilft
Hausschliissel

14n4,://:

//
Mm

It

Museum

Ende

,
M/47.44,ripp.p

761.4%44/

it/PP
Nn

Neon

P'Ap
Oo

Oslo

NA,

FOnfer

Gg

,
Gegend

Pp

Purpur

Ww

%4(41
Qual quer

Ar144r

2611144
Xx

/4P/47
4

Hh

>t

Huhn

k i 714411444,i

liJj

t

lndien ja

Rr

Reiher

21-if

Ss, Lang-s und B

22041440*
Wildwasser

,r4"Pe

Ququ

7Qotitt4,
Vivikola

WAIP

;4114:1(4.116.

Ff

Ufenau

Uu

ild411-

Ee

Torte

Xerxes

0

(11

Yy

Yak

Zz

Zurzach

id„ri
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from the capital
strong round strokes. Many of these differ markedly
S and Y are often
letters in use today.The letters B, C, D, E, H, K,
K and R which
difficult to read. This is especially the case with
resemble each other, but see the following:
4,4444,1%,

Romantik

Kunde

icult are the a, d,
In the case of the lower case letters the most diff
h and k, together
p, r, the e already mentioned and the quite special
with the various types of s.
kurz

später

sass

*fru/

ile VeltaVgdd44"4W

erschienen

sehen

wohlbekannten

4frrIVS47,44414Av

The S Rules

ys used at the
To summarise these briefly the long s (Lang-s) is alwa
(Schluss-s) at the
beginning of a word or syllable, the small round s
end of a word, as well as in compound words.
always used at the end of a word instead
B sharp s (Scharf-ess) is
n or before a conof as and in the middle of a word after an extensio
is used between two
sonant: mtBig, fatt, wällrig. The long double s
as in cases such
vowels of which the first is short: Flüsse; as well
as: ich-lass.
cle were taken from a rare
Literature - A few examples for this arti
Schrift (Illustrated
work by Karl Faulmann, Illustrierte Geschichte der
anation of the origin
History of Handwriting), a popular scientific expl
of writing of all
of script, speech and figures as well as the systems
ag, Vienna etc. 1880.
peoples of the world, published by A Hartlebens Verl
by permission of the
As mentioned last month this article is reproduced
P 0 Box 104, CH-8025
publisher of 'Postal History', Hans R Schwarzenbach,
. The translation
Zürich, from whom subscription details may be obtained
has been made by our member R S Johnson.
Drei Stunden sass ich an meinem
Arbeitstisch und plagte mich mit

lAna, ria,44,4"4,1440 4114144/ 444.4,4441444/
,4
1944434114174/44444 ?14474.- 44441,44444
40.44,--114;44144,040.41.4.4444.444..vars1145
.
:i
iv- ,e-,...7
S 1-4- 14 1.-144,141,
1
,44044,..
.
1.
4
„,
.
wt#.
z
0
440 0 4 1
A fr

der einen spannenden Stelle,
suchte sie so sachlich, so kurz
und so wenig spannend wie
möglich zu fassen, und ich

444474:44/447%/W9t44', AZ,wilA44.1
i
-4-0•41.i
,

V144 44

t
.4444,4, "'A ffi i4

7.4....-

4-. nt. 4,....4., -

#

weiss nicht, ob es mir geglückt ist. Man kann das oft

4" o4

fkte4 141 4- 4.44.Z /-ivido..-- iala+v

erst sehr viel später sehen.

lia."...., ,,,e(4.--,; j iiviir-„,t.„-gf.4
11
4
.4.7.444,1 441P1V,1 4;444 Ai 4444r
• r
444.13.44/ n0144146441441- se trag-1.44-i4/ id-

Dann war ich sehr erschöpft
und betrübt und sass lange
,

neben meinem vollgekritzeiten Papier, von wohlbekannten

1
, /44frw Y-144/44 07 40,14 -WV/alaT1141.4444144
s
4
.
unliebsamen Gedanken-44:044,n;;441/4/1/01 444 44/ pleljr4-144-0W- und
gingen verfolgt. War dies
1 0
...- diiipe.4xie-Artif1. ilia

14;41444 4

. 1 g ,
Case 44 4 lit 61-rivp. 444./

abendliche Schreiben,

This text, from the
writings of Herman Hesse,
written in the most
beautiful school script,
is exactly the right way
to familiarise yourself
with the subject. If you
use the ABC printed
above what would seem
initially to be difficult
becomes easier and
perhaps you will increasingly enjoy it.
(Part of an examination
paper from about 1970
from the Applied Art
School in Zürich.)
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Spec&atiar ••
1939 CROSSBOW EXHIBITION STAMPS, USED
( VALID UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30TH ONLY)
Zumstein
(in £)
228y
232y
236y
229R
233y
237y
229RC*
233yC*
237yC*
228/239 compl. 21 vals.

Our Usual
Price

SUMMER
OFFER

E 3.00

E 1.75

E 3.00

E
£
£
E
E

£103.00

1.75
1.75
1.50
2.25
2.25
E 4.50
E 4.50
E 4.50
£67.50

£ 1.00
£ 1.00
£ 1.00
£ 1.00
£ 1.00
£ 1.00
E 2.00
£ 2.00
£ 2.00
£45.00

E 8.75
E 8.75
£ 8.75

E 4.50
E 4.50
£ 4.50

2.20
£ 2.20
£ 2.20

E 3.00
E 4.00

£ 4.00
£ 4.00
E 6.75
E 6.75
£ 6.75

SE-TENANTS
Z26d
Z26e
Z26f
*With Control Numbers
ALL PRICES + 15% VAT
MINIMUM ORDER £5 BEFORE VAT, POST PAID.

-

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot

PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

AUTUMN STAMPEX

Telephone: 01-3480296

1987

22nd - 27th SEPTEMBER

There will be a 'gathering of the clan' on the Wednesday. All members
who can make it can meet by Stand 45 (Greycoat Street).

September 1987

Did you know?
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NORTHERN GROUP MEETINGS
Sept 19th - Tell & Tell Boy issues.
Discussion leader Mr D Arthur.
Oct 3rd - Member's Displays.

- the PTT have stated that the
postcard type 3 of my article of
April, p28, does not exist, i.e.
the old phosphor bar on unwaterEXCHANGE PACKET - Send those books
marked paper.
you made up during the rainy summer
- that all six definitives of '86
we have just had. It is one way to
have now been put on sale printed
clear those duplicates or items you
on the new fluor paper. The
no longer specialise in.
earliest printing dates I have
found are: Sc 3.2.87; 10c 18.5.87;
NEW K -CANCELS FROM THE PTT
25c 2.7.87; 35c 12.2.87; 80c
..(4c
23.2.87 and 90c 9.3.87.
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J. S. ARMSTRONG

A - Z of Swiss Philately

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
FISCAL or REVENUE STAMPS These are stamps
issued by Cantonal or Municipal Authorities
and used on documents of all kinds covering
the collection of fees for purposes such as
Police matters, money transactions, work
permits, bicycle tax etc.
Fiscals were very little known until
comparatively recently when several large
collections came on the market and our
member Mr Gene Kelly began his researches
into the subject.
The designs are wide, some very simple,
but the largest number would seem to depict
the coats of arms of the Canton, City,
Town or district and for anyone interested
in heraldry can be of great interest,
particularly those shown in colour.
Their use appears to have started around
the 1850s and no doubt at a time when
education was more limited the use of the
stamps provided proof that taxes had been
paid, and others matters legally dealt
with.
EJR

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit Of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1987/88
71st edition

ns al
zumstiein
euxce
1987/88

Prices:
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Postal fees for Europe:
North
Middle
South
East supplement

Europe East 1986/87
(as long as available)

SFr.
SFr.
SFr.
SFr.

22.50
22.50
22.50
7.50

SFr. 50.--

SFr. 7.70
SFr. 8.60
SFr. 8.30
postal tarif
SFr. 11.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1987/88
as usual in colour

Alla
zumsWin
achweiz

in paper cover
with spiral binding

SFr. 11.-SFr. 13.--

SFr. 7.10
SFr. 7.10

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand London WC2E 9EU

koctiosnebein
47.03

For direct prepayments use postal account number: Berne 30-334-1
thank you

ZUMSbeln

Propr. Hertsch + Co., P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed b y RPM RAIrnorar4linR C.111011=Q+., , TA-A
nm

UM 656.835(494)
ISSN 0951-0001

HELVETIA
SOCIETY
PHILATELIC
LETTER
NEWS

'

Founder: E. H. SPIRO

Honorary President: Mrs A Lee FRPSL
Honorary Treasurer
Mr L E Stiles
135 St.John's Rd
Walthams tow
LONDON El? 4JH

Honorary Secretary
Mr G W Hubbard

8 Westcroft Close
LONDON NW2 2RX
Tel:01-794 8078

Hon. Pkt. Secretary
Mr D M Slate
149 Ware Rd
HERTFORD
Hertz SG13 7EG
Tel:0992-587784

Tel:0225-310971
Hon. Editor: P Hobbs, 6 Tyning End, BATH BA2 6AN
41st year
OCTOBER 1 9 8 7
No 10

COVERS WITH A STORY

by Stuart R MacKenzie
THE MISSING STAMP

The Registered cover
shown was sent from
Baden to Le Havre on
9th March 1860. It •
picked up 10 postal,
wax and manuscript
markings on the way.
But part of the jigsa
is missing - another
stamp was used at the
top left-hand corner
and has since been
removed.
What was it's value?
Preparation
The letter was prepared for sending by
Registered post, addressed and entered
in the Letter Book
( No 19) and marked
'Charge' at the top
left. It was weighed
and noted as 12.90
(grams) on the back.
Four stamps were.
affixed to cover the
registration fee and
letter weight, one
now missing.
0001
cnn m.7wsrla1st vearko 10 PP 73-80ILondon Oct.19871ISSN 0951-
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Finally cross strings (red & white) and the firm's seal (GC) were done,
but only three when five were necessary when cash was sent. The firm's
rubber cachet was added on the front in blue - Gebr. Billeter & Co. Baden.
...4(.4..c.0,e,,:...1..t?„,...4.

t?i

CHARGE

.

PD

1

•

2

le...
10-:\
-

3
-

. ‘‘ ..

' 4.
•

D

•

•,

)

RtiS.
8-

7

44 r•

•

§filiSr"
'r

6

--')
. „ -4-1 ei.-„, )
.111
,
. -:- i
.,., I. ,t10 ..
-....-.....-....
i-

j

• <"

tiArt-,ty.

to

9
f .,..3 t1,4 sp

.454Z.`0\
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f 9,".

›/

•\,

1

•

, s‘

."

\j....3. 0'./

11.

1

2

to}
5:33
5Z.4!

CR. C. 4051C0a.
— —

It

‘1
2 • 1.7
-

13

--)

ifv /

,.24/47•

•\

•r.:1)

-

-........§,,,,

,i

14

1 5_

The Journey
The prepared letter was taken to Baden Post Office and registered and
posted as follows:
1 -

3

Cancelled with the large CHARGEE and PD and the stamps cancelled
with the small single-circle datestamp of Baden.

4

Taken to Easel where transit datestam

5

Connects with Schweiz Bahnpost-Nordostbahn Z17 to the border.

6 -

7

p

is struck on reverse.

At the border receives SUISSE BALE 1 and.French ‘ Entry Office
,BUREAU FRANCAIS A BALE datestamps, both in red.':

8 - 10 Passed for onward transmissionto the French office where 7/A.E.D.
and another CHARGEE are struck, in red. Two extra seals with
string are added making up the five necessary, and sealed with
'POSTS BUREAU FRANCAIS A BALE'.
11

Connects with Ambulant STRASBOURG A PARIS.

12

Arrives at the BUREAU CENTRAL (Paris Sorting Office).

13

Processed in Paris and control cachet for registered mail applied
to reverse. This shows the weight (12GR.900.), existing seals
(three, colour red), new seals (two, colour brown), sender, G.B.C.
and transit town, BALE.
NB the weight is againchecked and endorsed in red crayon '2',
a new due to pay. The '250' in manuscri t is not yet explained.
p

14

Connects with the Ambulant PARIS AU HAVRE.

13

On arrival is datestamped LE HAVRE for 11 Iars 60.
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CE is hereby given that the
In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTI

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
at 6.30 p.m. PROMPT
will be held on WEDNESDAY, November 11th 1987
Marble Arch, London WC2.
at The Victory Services Club, Seymour Street,
AGENDA
held on November 12th 1986
1 Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
2 Matters arising from the Minutes
3 Chairman's Address
4 Hon. Secretary's Report
p
Statement of Accounts
5 Hon. Treasurer's Re ort and
6 Hon. Packet Secretary's Report
Society's Committee for 1987/8
7 Election of Officers & Members of the
8 Motions and Resolutions (see below)

9 Any other business
NOMINATIONS
Members of the Committee, •
Nominations for the Election of Officers and
Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer,
i.e. President, Chairman, Vice-Chairman,
arian, Hon. Auditor, and
Hon. Packet Secretary, Hon. Editor, Hon. Libr
e, should be sent to the
(not exceeding) TWELVE Members of the Committe
, to reach him not later than
Hon. Secretary, Mr G W Hubbard, IN WRITING
Monday 9th November 1987.
RESOLUTIONS
Motion at the Annual General
Any Member desiring to move a Resolution or
g the text of the Resolution
Meeting must give notice IN WRITING, enclosin
the Annual General Meeting.
to the Hon. Secretary before the opening of
G W Hubbard (Hon. Sec.)
18th September 1987
F Pickard (Chairman)

meeting, when they have
All Members who can are asked to attend this
the Society and to put
the opportunity to criticise the running of
forward suggestions for future policy.
Study Circle) it is your
Although we are mainly a Postal Society (and
be gratefully received and
Society and any comments of any kind will
you are still there!
acted upon if or where necessary; let us know
to last an hour, there
After the business session, which is expected
will be an AUCTION.
be on Wednesday the 9th
PLEASE NOTE that the December meeting will
- Postal Stationery by
( not 12th as previously announced in error)
rs members time permitting.
Mr F Pickard assisted by Mrs C Scholey. Othe
will be on the subject of
NORTHERN GROUP - The meeting on November 7th
5th, Chairman's Display.
Soldier Stamps, given by Mrs V Davis. December
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1988

PRICE CHANGE
BULLETIN
(There will be no 1988 Edition of our Catalogue)
.
THE FOLLOWING PRICE MOVEMENTS HAVE TAKEN PLACE:
UP
Imperfs:

-

Pro Patria

116

-

Bundesf.Cards

101- 200

33

2

201- 300

101

301- 400

133

2

401- end

229

25

258

4

Dues,Franks &

Airs:

63

-

Telegraphs

Pro Juventute

61

4

KZS

*
7

1

UP

45

Postage:28 - 100B

) .

DOWN

DOWN

91

1

-

23

Min.Sheets

46

3

Officials

60

-

Int .Offices

197

10

Railways

82

-

25

-

Price Changes totals: 1540 upwards & 74 down. *

(Mint & Used Blocks of Four are not dealt with
in this bulletin.)

K‘This bulletin is strictly available only
to users of our 1987 Catalogue
(send lower third of page 155, or photocopy there
of, with your order). n
From previous occasions, when we issued, a Catal
ogue Supplement, very
few clients ordered it. They preferred to wait
for the next full
Catalogue edition.
The production of such Supplements/Price Chang
e
Bulletins is, alas very costly and out of propo
rtion to the finished
article!

Regrettably we must charge £3.00 and will fully
understand
if you wish to save this amount towards ordering
next year's
Catalogue:

( U.K. clients, for convenience, may pay in curre
nt mint
G.B.Postage stamps but overseas clients, pleas
e send U.S.$6.00 in
currency bills for Air Mail despatch).

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists
PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
, Items Other Dealers Cannot
Teleohone: 01 —n4R n9aR

;i1'*
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Mixed Franking ByGWHubbard

but when they do come
Mixed frankings are not easy to find these days,
a few years between
to light it is normally found that there are only
tion.
the issues. This example shows an interesting excep

eeK-

1

1
I ''

i

I " c., -, ' \'
i' ‘ '41 24;1

)%*,

I

.'

' ,

:t0

•

,.

*

i'l :

Z.;,-;* 4

1

i

' ' _-_. :.:

11 -c1
11[1 ( ',.._

4'.*

-

„..7,
-.4

1

1878, the 3c
The 1c and 2c (Cat.Nos 1 & 2) values were issued in
er the postmark
(No. 16DbK) came out in 1892 - 14 years later; howev
rns the postshows the use as 1897: Another interesting point conce
- Geneve.
mark, Ambulant Route No. 5, Geneve - Bern - Romanshorn
were cancelled at
The cover was addressed to Geristein, but the Dues
address.
Bollingen which was the nearest Post Office to the
ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING

The following proposal has been
received by the Secretary:
'On checking the subs of other
Specialist Societies we seem to
be the cheapest on the market and
yet we do not attract more members.
Could this be that potential members
are put off by our "cheapness" and
do not believe they would get value
for money?
I suggest an increase in subs to
look more professional and get more
members.'

Postcodes Please
help us to help you

SPRING STAMPEX

1-6th March 1988
The Society has been offered the
Lecture Room free of charge througl
the good offices of Mr Katcher and
Otto Hornung of the PTS.
There will be room for 100-150
frames, each holding nine sheets.
Exhibitors are wanted AND, of
course, Stewards. If you can help
in either capacity please let the
Secretary know as soon as possible

Newsletter does not show your
Many members have
postal code correctly, please let
already notified us of their
that we can
Postcodes, but if the envelope the Society know so
s.
record
amend our
in which you received this
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ARTISTIC LICENCE or left handed postmen?
A reader of the SBZ reports that the mule driver on the 20c, Z733,
is
walking on the wrong side of the animal and also he has his
bag on the
wrong side. He suggests that animals are usually led with the
right
hand and consequently youiwalk on their left. In addition it appears
that
the driver of the coach on the 30c, Z735, should be sitting on the
right
hand side of the coach. Therefore the images should be rever
sed in both
cases: But while on the subject of lefthanded postmen look at
Pro Patria
No 42.
An English toymaker once made a PTT VW Beetle, in the correct
colour,
for sale in Switzerland. He made it lefthand drive as well but the PTT
'real' ones are righthand drive so that the postman can get out
on the
kerb side for greater safety and ease of reaching the letter
boxes!
Most Swiss Army lorries are also righthand drive for safety.
Z314 Mobile Post Office 10c - Grisons in Winter
In September 1958 newsletter our member Mr W R Morrison publi
shed an
interesting study of the retouches of this stamp. In the SBZ
for July
details are given of two more at position AB/7 and also a vertic
al line
in the top righthand corner, 1.5 mm long. sheet A333, 19th stamp.
Is this similar to 25c, Z302 Pfl, asks the SBZ:
WAR AND PHILATELY

' 87

For anyone interested in military postal history - a date for
your
diary. A 2-day event organised by the Forces Postal History
Society
and leading dealers,is to be held on 14 & 15 November at the
Bonnington
Hotel, 92 Southampton Row, London 701. No admission charge and
free
coffee! Saturday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m., Sunday 10 a.m. - 6
p.m.
MAXIMUM CARD - last month members wrote in with dates for vario
us of .
these cards produced by T Pfaff. The earliest so far is 23rd
June 1904.
Can anyone su ply information on these items? Our member
, Mrs 7 A Lamble,
will be showing these cards as part of a display at Exeter Phil.
Soc.
on Friday 4th December and at Mid-Devon (Buckfastleigh) on Tuesd
ay 1st
March 1988. If you are in the area go and see.
p

•

E Brian Renshaw. The death of our member from Mansfield, Notts
. was
recently announced and his widow, Christine, was sent condolence
s by
your Secretary on behalf of all members. Mrs Renshaw
has de aided to
continue with the collection and she is wished every success.
-
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DID YOU KNOW?
-that the new 'Floods' 50+50c
stamp was conceived, printed and
distributed to all Swiss POs in
less than a week, incredible.
The date of 7.9.87 on the stamp
is the day of issue, and not the
day of the flood. It would have
been better to have had 1987 only
as the floods were on 18th July &
24th August and were the worst
this century. Poschiavo was hit
twice and the Gotthard railway
line was closed for the longest
period in it's history.
-that the PIP rules state that
the surcharge must not exceed
50% of the face value, but there
is a clause exempting surcharges
for a national disaster.
-that the present exhibition in
the PTT Museum shows the cancellations of the Canton of Fribourg
from 1789 to 1900, collected by
Dr M Kottelat over a period of
40 years.
-that Herr Jacob Gndgi of the
PTT Stamp Dept. in Bern has an
article in the latest issue of
the SBZ on Hotel Posts, covering
the comprehensive collection in
the PTT Museum. The best information one can have on them.
-that the new Tourism block is
the first Swiss miniature sheet
issued without a surcharge, so
is to be found in the main part
of the catalogue (1988 issue now
out). Most collectors, it seems,
would have preferred different
pictures on the block, instead
of repetitions of the sheet ones,
-that without any warning MPO
No 3 had it's last trip on the
11 - 13th September to the 75th
Anniversary of Schaffhausen PS.
-that no collector of Liechtenstein stamps can afford to be
without the excellent book for
75 Years FL Stamps; 146 pages,
numerous illustrations and a
bargain at Sfr.25-, inc p & p.
-that according to the BBZ some
,-,n.,aa witll
A

colour,usually the red, chemically
removed. Courvoisier are very
worried about this apparent threat
to the quality of their printing
and warn all collectors to be
careful.
-that the PTT and SBB are running
into trouble; they cannot pay staff
enough under present government
rules and so cannot keep or attract
new staff. Service firms, banks and
others are absorbing more and more
people. This is affecting the standard of PTT and SBB service to all.
M Rutherfoord
o& •

xe

HELVETIA 50

The overprint is in
red and does not
reproduce well with
this process.

STANDING HELVETIAS - a fascinating
field for the specialist, but where
do you start with all the different
perforations and shades. For those
who are not familiar with Zumstein
the perforation can easily be checked
without a perforation gauge. It is
simply a matter of counting the teeth
on a vertical side.
perf
perf
perf
perf
1900 ;-4• perf
1901 F) perf

1882
1888
1888
1894

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

14 teeth
11 teeth
91teeth
13
14 x 11
teeth
13
11* x 11
11* x 12 14 teeth
14 teeth
lit

lIi

x 11

1905 (A) perf

1906 (B)
1907 (C)
1907 (A)
1907 (B)

perf
perf
perf
perf

13 teeth

14 teeth
14 teeth
11* x 12
teeth
14
11* x 12
h
teet
13
11
11* x

llt

The control marks can cause a few
upsets unless you have a few hundred
or more to check. The used copies are
fairly easy if they have a clear date
stamp. Prior to 1894 must be Type I as
that was the year Type II was introduced. The control marks are impressed
and should not be confused with the
later, true, watermarks and their
varieties. Look carefully at the stamps
themselves as there are many retouches
which can greatly increase the value
of an otherwise common stamp. G W H
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J. S. ARMSTRONG

A - Z of Swiss Philately

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
DAY - OF THE STAHP The idea of holding one
day per year as the 'Day of the Stamp' originated at the Congress of the Federation
Internationale de Philatelie in Luxembourg
in 1936, with the first Sunday in December
as the accepted date.
Three cards were issued in 1937, from
Basel (Ger.), Lausanne (fr.) and Lugano (It.)
for the three language areas. Since then
one card or cover each year has been issued.
The cancels themselves are interesting,
nany-include Messengers, Coats of Arms,
Kail coaches and so on.
Gradually the event began to include a
philatelic exhibition and other additional
cancels or cachets have been used. So popular
is this that since 1980 the event has been
extended to last three days, Frida y to
'Sunday. A number of towns and cities have
hosted the event.
The earlier cards are becoming elusive
but are well worth looking for to make an
interesting collection.
E J R

Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD.
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1987/88
71st edition

ZATI

31

zumsbein
'swops
igsr/88

Prices:
_ Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Postal fees for Europe:
North
Middle
South
East supplement

Europe East 1986/87
(as long as available)

SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr.
7.50

SFr. 7.70
SFr. 8.60
SFr. 8.30
postal tarif

SFr. 50.--

SFr. 11.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1987/88
as usual in colour

Ama
zuffierbeh

edNNelk

in paper cover
with spiral binding

SFr. 11.-SFr. 13.--

SFr. 7.10
SFr. 7.10

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand London WC2E 9EU

kKfibsrlerbeh
umr/13n3

For direct prepayments use postal account number: Berne 30-334-1
thank you!
Propr. Hertsch + Co., P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
DMIV

-
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POSTAL CODES IN SWITZERLAND

the postal
At the beginning of October 1964 the Swiss PTT introduced
ng of mail.
code as part of the postal address to assist in the sorti
Structure of the System
was the necessity to
The main reason for introducing the postal code
of study, it was
handle the letter post mechanically. After a period
decided to classify the Swiss
5 322
iii
Koblenz
territory into nine key districts,
starting in the west (Geneva) with
number one (1) and ending in the
east (St. Gall) with number nine
' (9). The key districts also rep- .
resent a compact traffic territory,
Turgi 1
51/42t12----n
with a good infrastructure of
Frick
public communications.
l:1
‘'Ai
1i
All postal code numbers include
;
.1
A.
four digits: the first indicates
510351
the key district, the second a
Aarau
• ,, 5506.
> Wild eg, •
-' • Othmarsingen
secondary postal sorting centre
MU
'1111111111
Schvn , 5000 03
' t, i
and the third and fourth are the
5620
• wer .
•
Lem tturg
end destination locality. For
Bremgarten
Buhr .4;
•
\ 5611 •
\A
'
example, Interlaken has the code
Nohlen
3800, the two zeros are used for
,
4
g
all post offices sorted by Interr,R111
•
I
5140
:.:
laken. Wengen takes number 3823,
Schtittl and '
5712
,
Marren 3825, Grindelwald 3818.
Beirmitirs57340
Many digits are not used as there
NW
are not that number of localities,
- ,s o that these codes can be used if
the system changes or Switzerland
'grows' unexpectedly. Nevertheless,
the PTT proposes to use the spare
digits to introduce a special code
'

do
l

oc

531 , 54

52

5

,

4

1

,$ ‘

5

7

5

ilk

i 57

56

\

.
5
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for mail distribution in towns and other important offices, and also
to allocate a code for express (special) delivery.
The branch post offices have the same code number as the town main
post office, but certain of the most important branch offices have their
own code or completion number. For example, Bern has number 3000; the
main post office has 3001 (Bern 1 Schanzenpost), Bern 3, the office in
the Swiss Parliament Building, has 3003; other offices are identified
by 3000 Bern 7 — Kornhaus, 3000 Bern 15 - Weltpostverein (Headquarters
of the UPU). The same system is used in all other towns in Switzerland.
Smaller post offices do not have their own number, but have a collective number from the post office which redirects their mail, for example,
Brig has 3900 and 3901 is the collective code for sixteen small offices
including Belalp, Birgisch and Blatten b. Naters.
It was in 1984 that the PTT started allocating individual codes to
smaller localities which-were previously included in the collective
code of the redirecting office. It is planned in the near future to
allocate codes to all localities. For this purpose many cancellations
were changed recently, and publicity (K) cancels have been reissued to
include the post code.
Stamps printed with phosphor-coated paper
The mechanical sorting of the letter mail also started in 1964, just after the introduction of the postal codes. The first sorting machine,
a very new one, was shown at the National Exhibition EXPO in Lausanne.
After the exhibition it was installed in the main post office of 1000
Lausanne 1 and started daily w r ork. Simultaneously the PTT began to
print stamps on phosphor-coated paper, which allowed the letter to be
processed mechanically at every stage to the cancelling and later to
the sorting and final destination of the letter.
Since 1964 Swiss postage stamps have been printed on phosphor-coated
paper with the exception of the four high value 'Evangelists' stamps,
frs 3, 5, 10, 20 which are printed on normal white safety paper as
they are only used for the postage of parcels and insured items and,
therefore, cannot be sorted mechanically. Nowadays, each main post
office in Switzerland has such a sorting machine; the letters passing
through the machine are given a special sign which leads the letter to
the correct destination.
A booklet containing a list of all the post codes, PTT No. 310.02,
is available from all Swiss post offices.
VISITING LONDON?
Members who are in London and wish to see
items in the British Library that are not
on display are urged to phone Mr R F
Schooley-West on 0-636-1544. The Library
is at Great Russell Street, London WC1.
On display-at present, from the Tapling
Collection, is the letter A to New Zealand,
soon the rest of the alphabet will be on
display. The Fitzgerald Airmail Collection
is also housed at the Library.
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SUSSEX GROUP - meeting on Saturday, 5th
December at Patchem. The subject will be
Philatelic Postcards.
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AN OPPORTUNITY
NOT TO BE MISSED

THIS CHRISTMAS
( VALID UNTIL JANUARY 10th ONLY)

12 SPECIAL OFFERS FOR THE 12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
ALL PRICES + 15% VAT

ZUMSTEIN
(in i)

OUR USUAL
PRICE

£150.00
£ 87.50
£ 70.00
£ 20.00
£ 95.00*

£105 to £115
£67.50
£30.00
£4.50 to £5.50
£75.00

XMAS OFFER

POSTAGE
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

71E Used
89A Used
92A Used
100B Used
135/3 Mint (Broken 8)
202-0 & 215-0 Oil Paper
Unmounted Mint

£75.00
£45.00
£20.00
E 3.00
£52.50

£140.00

£85.00

£60.00

£ 12.00

£8.00

£5.50

£ 14.00
£ 14.00

£ 8.00
£ 7.50

£ 5.50
£ 5.50

S12 Mint

E 95.00*

£90.00

£67.50

2 Mint (with our Guarantee)

£ 47.50*

£36.00

£27.50

£ 67.00*

£67.50

£45.00

TETE-BECHE
(7)

K26 Used

SE-TENANT
(8)
(9)

Z16 Used
Z17 Used

GUTTER PAIR

(10)
AIR
(11)

FRANCHISE
(12)

11B-13B Mint Set

Offers 1 - 4 prices apply to all shades we catalogue.
required.
*Zumstein prices quoted are for hinged copies.

74
•

/Th
Uhiateux

CoiteAtir

t.td

Please state specific shade

P. O. BOX 242
roPa T
U.
LONDON, N20YZ i,„,,/
I •
ENGLAND
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Swiss Disaster Stamp
August 25th:
Torrential rain and thunderstorms caused
flooding and landslides in central and southern areas of the country, with cantons
Graubunden, Uri and Valais particularly affected.
The village of Poschiavo (GR) was cut off for
the second time in a month. The Gotthard
railway line was closed because of flooding
and subsidence in the Erstfeld area, north of
the Gotthard tunnel. Several hundred soldiers were deployed to help clearing-up operations. The government pledged emergency support and later, the Goodwill Chain of
the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation said it
had received more than 23 million francs in
pledges for the victims of the bad weather,
both here and abroad.

To help the Disaster Fund we have decided to make
it as easy as possible for Collectors to obtain
this stamp . As a gesture towards our friends in
Switzerland WE ARE SUPPLYING AT COST, i.e. AT FACE.
Face value is Fr. 1.- = 40p and as long as collectors pay us in current mint G.B. postage stamps, VAT
does not apply (it is an exchange of current stamps
with no profit margin involved). Please note that
we cannot supply F.D.C's. To obtain your stamp(s)
please send us a stamped addressed envelope and
current G.B. stamps to the value of 40p for each
stamp ordered. We must limit this offer to a maximum of 10 stamps per applicant, enabling you, if you
wish, to have singles and blcoks of four mint and/or
used.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS OFFER APPLIES ONLY UNTIL
DECEMBER 7TH and subject to available supplies.

You will have heard that on Monday 7 September 1987 a 50c definitive stamp from the Mail Transport series •418.5 issued with a surcharge in aid of the people affected by this summer's heavy rainstorms an floods in Switzerland.
In accordance with a Federal Government decision, the full amount
of postage (i e a total of 1 franc per stamp sold) will be contributed to the special funds set up to help the victims.
Particulars
Sale

Advance sale
Validity
Value
Sucharge
Selling price
Stamp picture
Printing

t.P-0 /2-41

from 7 September 1987 (while stocks last) to
the following closing dates: 31 October 1987
at post offices, 31 December 1987 at PTT philatelic offices.
none
unlimited, from 7 September 1987
50 c
50 c
1 franc
postman, red overprint with 'helping hands'
design + 50 + 7.9.87.
PTT Postage Stamp Printing Office, Bern

ryet --14e o/áijóed addiEused Mare, ill

p
NO cmf?,Gs oi4DENce l

574
avvta tau'

PLEASE!

Coh,wtor 7,Ltd

P. O. BOX 242
LONOON. N2On
ENGLAND
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BELALP and TYNDALL

by Stuart R. MacKenzie

The article in the January issue by Geoff Hubbard about the cover to
Mrs Tyndall prompted me to add a short postscript. A number of years
ago I found a small correspondence of letters written by the Professor
to his wife, all from Belalp to Pontresina. The star item was this
cover showing the use of the Belalp Hotel stamp (A02) with star each
side of the oval.This was the rate for the porter to take the letter,
Post Office at Brigue. There the
3- hours by the bridle path, to the
10c Sitting Helvetia was cancelled 5 IX 76 and travelled to Pontresina
by way of Andermatt and Chur l all three datestamps tying the Hotel
stamp on the back.
Professor Tyndall used Belalp as his base for his glacier researches,
and his other love - Mountaineering. Since 1858 he had climbed many
of the major peaks of the Alps and, from his observations of glaciers,
discovered the essential and principal cause of glacial motion. He was
the first to climb the Weisshorn in 1861, described by Whymper as 'the
noblest in Switzerland'. Towards the end of the 1870s Tyndall built a
villa at Belalp and called it Alp Lusgen.
Anyone interested in the early days of Alpine research should read
'Mountaineering in the Alps - A Historical Survey' by Clair E Engel,
(George Allen & Unwin, 1971).
•
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Pro Juventute 1987
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A new four-year series featuring The Child's
Development starts in 1987. The first set is
devoted to the infant. A Christmas stamp has
been added to mark the foundation's 75th
anniversary. The designs are by Eleonore Schmid of Zurich. — Ten percent of the extra charge
on the stamps sold by the PTT is earmarked for national youth welfare projects and the
remainder will go to the Pro Juventute Foundation.
25 + 10 c. Christmas theme The girl shields the candle flame — symbol of warmth
and security — with her hand. Children love Christmastide with its scent of pine needles
and candlelight.
35 + 15 c. Nursing mother Contented and secure, the newborn baby lies cradled in
its mother's arm. During the first few weeks, mother and child form strong bonds through
intensive bodily contact The child thrives on this nearness and affection.
50 + 20 c. Crawling child Through crawling, soon to be followed by walking, the
child becomes less dependent on its mother. It starts to explore and conquer its surroundings.
80 + 40 c. Children at play While playing, the child learns about the world and thereby
gains valuable experience. At first it plays mostly alone, but as it grows older the company
of other children becomes more and more important.
90 + 40 c. Father and child Secure and trusting, the child sits on its father's shoulder,
confident that it can always rely on him.

Pre-schoo( Age'

19121
4
1.),0

AV g;

' AUSGP'

Particulars
Sale
while stocks last
Post offices:
from 24 11 87 to 30 1 88
Philatelic offices:
from 24 11 87 to 30 688
Advance sale
from 19 111987
Validity unlimited
from 24 111987

Designer
Eleonore Schmid, Zurich
Size 28 x 33,4 mm
Printing
Rotogravure:
Courvoisier SA.
La Chaux-de-Fonds
Paper
white, with luminous
substance
Form cylinder
2 sheets of 50 stamps

From 1987: Pro Juventute
Maximum Cards

The five cards, one for each stamp, The card set is available exclusively
A set of PJ stamps in aid of youth we!- will be postmarked with the PJ first- from Pro Juventute's central secrefare work has been sold each year
day cancel (24 November 1987).
tariat.
since 1912, when the Pro Juventute
Price per set: 8 francs plus packing
Foundation was established.
Pro Juvefitute, Maximum Cards,
and postage (fr.1.50 for Switzerland,
fr. 2.50 for other countries). Please
On the occasion of its 75th anniverp.b. 'lox, C11-8022 Zurich
note that you can buy only sets, not
sary this year, Pro Juventute is
issuing its first set of maximum cards. individual cards.

EXCHANGE PACKET

COVERS, COVERS, COVERS. . .

HELP: I have 83 booklets/envelopes of covers and no booklets of stamps.
It is impossible to put all these in to packets. If there are sufficient
members who would like special packets of these (or would like to see
them at the London meetings) I will see what I can do, but remember the
postage will be high and a contribution towards the society's postage
will . be required * . In most cases the 10% commission will not cover the
cost, even if all the items were sold.
Some of the contents are (with the number of booklets in brackets):
First Day Covers 1971-87 (8)
Covers and cards 1927-87 (13)
UN Geneva Air covers (4)
Int. Offices FDCs (1)
Day of the Stamp (1)
Railway/Station cancels - Lots:

Slogan cancellations (7)
PTT Christmas cards (1)
Special cancels and TPOs (8)
Commemorative Postmarks (4)
K cancellations (6)
Frama labels (1)

There are also 2 booklets of mint Pro Juventute booklets 1956-86.
If you want to see any of these booklets please write direct to me at
the address on the front of the Newsletter.
Derrick Slate
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NORTHERN GROUP MEETINGS

The first meeting of the season was a
-that Switzerland has the world
record for the number of parcels discussion of the Tell and Tell Boy
received per person per year via issues led by Mr D Arthur, assisted by
Mr D Wilson. Between them they showed
the post, namely 28; the figure
an extensive range of these issues and,
for W Germany is 4 and France
of particular interest to members,
only 0.1. Most parcels will be
indicated the postal rates applying to
less than 2 kg, which cost only
the covers and cards.
SFr,2.-. More packets can be
The October meeting combined short
handled more cheaply by the PTT,
displays by individual members who
and there are few private carshowed much unusual and interesting
riers in the country.
material ranging from Rayons to UN
-that the TV news has just anissues, Chrispin Dusser to railways,
nounced that the UPU meeting in
Bern is to discuss the EMS, (the and holiday photos to publicity issues.
Members were also able to see Hadyn
Express Mail Service, Datapost
in the UK, Priority Mail in US), Vaughan's Yorkshire Philatelic Assoc.
winning entry.
for International parcels where
December 5th - Chairman's Display.
the competition from the large
number of private carriers is
LONDON MEETING - 14th October
great, but they are probably
too late.
The members' displays on the letter
-that the UPU is celebrating
'B' provided a staggering wealth of
the 30th anniversary of it's
material covering the whole range of
Consultative Council this month.
Swiss philately from Bureaux (Postal
The lettering on the special
History) to 'back of the book' (Basel
cancellation is the smallest I
Police Revenues). Every possible varihave ever seen.
ation on the subject gave those who
-that sales of the 50+50c stamp
came a most enjoyable and entertaining
for the diaster relief have
open evening.
dropped to a disappointing level
the
as not enough publicity is being Messrs Pashby and Stiles visited
enand
Billericay PS on 1st October
given tothem. I have visited
tertained their hosts with a variety
all four main regions recently
of material from their collections,
and the clearing up continues,
including early PJ issues, Bundesfeier
but it will take years to clear
cards, pre-stamp covers, TPO markings
the mud and boulders from these
and early UPU commemoratives.
narrow valleys.
-that many collectors are comHelvetia Display
plaining that the new mat-gummed STAMPEX
stamps cannot be easily washed
Any members who would be able to
and dried, the gum is too strong. provide short exhibits, anything up
=that the new catalogues are out, to 36 sheets, are asked to contact
mainly the Zumstein and the
the Secretary as soon as possible.
colour,
full
Muller, both in
DO NOT send the displays themselves
either is a must for collectors
until asked for.
G W H
of Swiss stamps.
-that Zumstein have taken over
MEETINGS- Why are average attendances
the
g
followin
e,
the Pen catalogu
only 20? Many members live within a
sad loss of Pen in 1982. As there reasonable distance of both London
have been no annual supplements
and Leeds, for some the journey is
lately the demand for a new
too much or impossible, but what of
edition has increased. The New
the rest? Do the meetings have no
before
appear
will
Zumstein Pen
interest? Suggestions for the season11P RAnt to the Secretary.
PR/Q
miristmas. another 'must'. M R
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A - Z of Swiss Philately

J. S. ARMSTRONG

ENJOY YOUR COLLECTING There is more to
our hobby than straightforward mint and
used stamps and waiting for the next new
issue.
Switzerland offers many other ways to
keep your enthusiasm on it's toes and add
further knowledge, as a look at the
catalogue will show.
Postal History will supply enough scope
to keep you absorbed for a lifetime, researching the ways the letters travelled.
Postal Stationery is also popular, worthy
of study and easier to find.
Thematic subjects abound. For those who
like military themes then Soldier Stamps
bring interest and an insight into the
services of a neutral nation.
Many are interested in Railways and
with both Federal and Private railways
one can build up an extensive subject.,

POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, yoU still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on. approval or against
your Want Lists.

Although the use of Airmail Stamps has
been discontinued, they, and flown
covers, still retain their popularity.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

E JR
Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1987/88
71st edition
Aoki -

21,5'

II

y

IILM

W4EB

ZUMSbein
etrOPEI

1987188,

Prices:
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Postal fees for Europe:
North
Middle
South
East supplement

Europe East 1986/87
(as long as available)

SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr.
7.50

SFr. 7.70
SFr. 8.60
SFr. 8.30
postal tarif

SFr. 50.--

SFr. 11.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1987/88
as usual in colour

•

Alia
ZUngMil
hwe
chnsbe

VEZ/88

in paper cover
with spiral binding _

SFr. 11.-SFr. 13.--

SFr. 7.10
SFr. 7.10

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand London
WC2E

9EU

For direct prepayments use postal account number: Berne 30-334
-1
thank you
Propr. Hertsch + Co., P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUN
G"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoe
ver.

Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
Printed b y RPM RP nrno-ranhinq
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41st year

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO BEINCREASED
force - the last
From January 1988 new subscriptions will come into
rates:
increase was in January 1982! There will now be three
UK members ........... £5- per year
European members ..... £6- per year
Rest of the World .... £7- per year
the Society offers
It is appreciated that many members will agree that
I feel it necessary
exceptional value for money, however, as Secretary
to explain why the increases may appear harsh.
' over 13p per copy,
•
' just
Tne printing cost alone or tne Newsletter is
just for this infortherefore the cost to UK members is £3.14 per year
other costs such as
mation:, the balance of 86D does not cover all the
.
the Exchange packet insurance or the hire of rooms
rs is £4.59 per
The cost of sending the Newsletter to European membe
£4.00.
year, and for the last 6 years they have paid only
have paid £5.00,
For members in the rest of the world, who up to now
it has cost:
Middle East ............................. £5.91
The Americas, South Africa, Hong Kong ... £6.87
Australasia ............................ £7.35
UK offer membership
One final note, other specialist societies in the
ly Newsletter,
from £6 to £15 per year; they do not all offer a month
hoped that members
and some do not even offer regular meetings. It is
al form is enclosed
will accept the increased rates - a membership renew
their subscriptions
with this Newsletter. Those members who have paid
until their present
in advance will not be asked to pay the new rates
ws.
subscription runs out. A full report of the AGM follo
G W Hubbard Hon. Sec.
REPORT OF THE A G M HELD ON 11 November 1987
Y Bidmead, Mr R F Bulstrode,
Apologies for absence were received from Mrs
Mr & Mrs M Salmen.
Mr P Hobbs, Mr & Mrs R A G Lee, Mr C Mistely, and
These were read and
I Minutes of the AGM held on 12th November 1986.
1
1 Hewson and seconded
agreed. Adoption of the minutes was proposed by Mr 1,
TTRTM

PHIL SOC NEWSLI41st yearINo 12Ipp

89-961London Dec.19871ISSN 0951-0001
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by Mr G Hine.
II Matters arising from the minutes. It was asked if the suggestion
of
a change of venue had been explored; the Secretary replied that it had
been found that the rent was higher and the catering facilities did not
match those of the Victory Services Club. A further investigation would
be made in 6 months time.
III Chairman's address. Mr F Pickard said that his first year in
office
had gone very well, helped largely by the enthusiastic meetings. He went
on to say that last December he had visited Leeds and received a very
warm welcome. New ways of increasing membership were always under investigation. The Chairman wished to place on record his congratulations to
Peter Hobbs who took over as Editor at the beginning of the year; he had
a very hard act to follow and is coping well but must be supported with
material for publication. An updating of the Rules of the Society is
still under review by the Committee. The Society Exhibition at Spring
Stampex is an excitinl possibility; firm details are still to come and
everything will depend on adequate security and lighting. Members are
urged to exhibit more often - it is not too late to think of Autumn
Stampex-BPE. Finally, Mr Pickard was pleased to hear that Mrs C Rensha
w
was taking over the collection of her late husband and wished her every
success.
IV Hon, Secretary's report. Mr G Hubbard said that membership is still
falling, but only by 5 to 319, the best year since 1984. The main cause
was members who failed to renew their membership and were deleted for
non-payment. Attendance at meetings was also down: the average in London
was 19, compared with over 20 last year; in the Sussex Group most of
the members are retired and cannot always make the journey, it is hoped
this season will show an. improvement; the Northern Group reports a very
successful season in the new venue, although attendance is falling due
to age, those who do attend are as keen as ever. There are members who
live within easy reach of Leeds but do not attend meetings; is it that
the meetings do not interest them? All members are entitled to make
suggestions for meetings and are asked to do so. Mr A Hoyle, the Northe
rn
Group Secretary sends regards to all friends everywhere.
V Hon. Treasurer's report. Mr L E Stiles said that the figures
in the
Balance Sheet spoke for themselves, however, he apologised for under
reserving for the Corporation Tax. Mr Stiles was asked if it was possible to find cheaper insurance for the Exchange Packet? He stated that
by going elsewhere we could end up paying more, especially as we had
incurred losses in recent years. Adoption of the Accounts was proposed
by Mr D Slate and seconded by Mr B Hoddinott.
VI Hon. Editor's report. Mr Hobbs thanked members for their many letter
s
and support and wished to remind them that it was their Newsletter.
Even if they were not 'writers' it was the editor's job to help by
'knocking their efforts into shape', so any items were always welcome,
as were comments, suggestions, and Photocopies of interesting items.
In the circumstances this quotation from Roger Asham seemed appropriate:
"If I have sayed amisse I am content that any man amende it, or if I
have sayed too little any man that wyll to add what hym pleaseth to it".
VII Hon. Packet Secretary's report. Mr D Slate reported that 401
books
were submitted last season with a total value of £18 750.76 - 52 packets
were circulated. The insurance was £451.01 and he mentioned that some

•
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total value of
Societies make a charge of 1 or 1i per cent of the
not. This year
material submitted to help towards insurance, we do
do not sell. As
there was much interesting material, but modern FDCs
occasionally a
in the past some letters arrive without cheques, and
If More than one
letter is addressed to the Society, THIS MUST STOP.
small amounts may
advice note is sent, only one cheque is required and
were lost and it
be paid by low-value current GB stamps. Two packets
is sent with the
is imperative that a Certificate of Posting (free)
n 368 books have
advice note otherwise you are responsible! This seaso
books of Stamps
been received and 24 packets are in circulation. More
n. These should be
are required (not covers) for the rest of the seaso
circuit. Please
sent by Xmas to be sure of being included in a full
were down 46%
advise of all interests. Sales as at early November
improve so that the
compared with this time last year - this needs to
ty are maintained.
interest in the TSB and the commission to the Socie
As all the existing
VIII Election of Officers and Committee for 1987/8.
was only necessary
officers were willing to stand for re-election it
It was proposed by
to find a replacement for Mrs M Elliott who died.
both Mr D Houtris
Mr G Hubbard, and seconded by Mrs C Scholey, that
views and assistand Mr R Johnson be elected to the Committee. Their
the Stampex Exhibition
ance would be greatly appreciated, especially with
Committee is:
a strong probability. The full list of Officers and
M P Hobbs
Hon. Editor
Mrs Alma Lee
President
E J Rawnsley
Mrs
Hon. Librarian
Mr F Pickard
Chairman
Committee:
Mr C P Mistely
Vice-Chairman
Northern Group Mr J A Eastwood
Mr G W Hubbard
Hon. Sec.
Mr R A Hoyle
Mr L E Stiles
Hon. Treasurer
Mr D Houtris
London Group
Mr D M Slate
Hon. Pkt Sec.
Mr R Johnson
of the Committee was
Adoption of the full list of Officers and members
proposed by Mr G Hine and seconded by Mr B Hoddinott.
received by the SecIX Motions and resolutions. Two letters had been
sted that upon
retary. The first dealt with country members and sugge
this motion was not
joining members be offered half-rate subscription;
, dealt with forgeries
considered viable. The second motion, in two parts
rence' material on
and it was suggested that members mark their 'refe
Those members
the face to show that it was indeed a reproduction.
e their reference
present were unanimous that they did not want to defac
ies of stamps to
material in any way. The second part dealt with suppl
'find the younger
encourage younger members; the general opinion was
members and stamps will be freely given'.
s, reminded members
X Any Other Business. The Hon. Treasurer, Mr Stile
on due to other
that he formally resigned 3 years ago - but stayed
he will not stand
that
difficulties. However, he wished it to be known
subscriptions
for re-election next year. He went on to mention that
gone down and
had
ons
should be increased, the revenue from subscripti
although printing
the production cost of the Newsletter had gone up;
He pointed out that
cost the same as last year, postage had increased.
e advertisers £4,
just to print each page cost £6.50, yet we only charg
was falling. A long
and, finally, commission from the Exchange Packet
sary to increase
discussion followed as to whether it was really neces
overseas members
subscriptions this year. The Secretary explained that
ription of £4 only
are subsidised by UK members and from the UK subsc
p g
continued on a e 94
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TODAY THE MOST POPULAR AND WIDELY
COLLECTED SWISS CLASSICS
1854162

Numbers are from our Catalogue, identical to Zumste
(S.G. numbers in parenthesis).
in.
THIS OFFER LISTS ONLY SUPERB TO LUXURY CONDITION. AVERAG
E AND BELOW AVERAGE CONDITION
IS ALSO AVAILABLE, AT A FRACTION OF THESE PRICES
.
All prices plus 15% VAT.
22Aa (25a) Full margins, with left sheet margin,
superb
£ 800.00
22Aa (25a) Superb
f
575.00
26Aa (28a) Brilliantly fresh, superb
£
585.00
22A (25)
Brilliant, luxury
f 200.00
23Ab (26)
Luxury corner copy, unbelievable margins
£
325.00
26A (28)
Superb, upper sheet margin copy
£
110.00
22B (29)
Superb, early c.d.s.
£ 110.00
22Bb (29)
Luxury corner copy
f
120.00
22Bc (29)
Superb, full margined horizontal PAIR
210.00
f
23Bb (30)
Superb full margined PAIR with wide sheet margin
f
110.00
24B (31)
Full margins, lightly cancelled, corner copy
f 85.00
22C (33a) Superb, upper sheet margin copy
f
65.00
22C (33a) Horizontal PAIR, luxury
f
225.00
22Cb (33)
Superb, corner copy
f 75.00
22Cc (33)
Luxury, corner copy
f
135.00
26C (37)
Luxury, upper sheet margin copy
£ 100.00
22Da (34a) Superb PAIR
£ 40.00
27Db (39a) Very fine; full margins
f
325.00
23E (40)
Luxury, corner copy
E
250.00
23Eb (40)
Luxury, sheet margin copy
f 225.00
22F (42)
Luxury, with scarce "starred" c.d.s.
f 825.00
25F (44)
Outstanding, wide corner margins. The ultima
teinluxunycondition! f 750.00
25Fc (44)
Superb, full margins
f 150.00
21G (45)
Superb, full margins
f 240.00
23G (47)
Luxury, parts of three adjoining stamps

f 100.00

Rare fine covers, STRUBELS used together with PERFOR
ATED SITTING HELVETIA ISSUE.
21G + 31c (45 + 82) (the rare greenish blue)
£ 925.00
21G + 29 (45 + 77) Outstanding condition, perfec
tly struck thimble
postamrks. Stunning!
£ 2,100.00
26G + 31 (50 + 82)
£ 525.00
22G + 31 (46 + 82)
£ 425.00

piT1

THE FINEST APPROVAL SERVICE IN THE WORLD FOR SWISS STAM
PS

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot

4
DECADES
OF SERVICE
TO SWISS PHILATELY

H. L. KATCHER

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
"The Swiss Specialists"
P.O. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England
APS, PTS, RPSC
Phone (01) 348-0296

IrlifIii
ra

ft; BEST
WISHE

al

OUR f
114 FRIEA

44444.14

The Directors and Staff of the Amateur Collecto
r Limited wish all
Helvetia members a Happy Festive Season and send
their Best Wishes
for the New Year
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by Stuart R MacKenzie

RED CROSS FRANK STAMP - 1903

to 1863, the
While the creation of the Red Cross Society goes back
first time on
'Red Cross Label' gained postal significance for the
Decree No. 95,
28th July 1870 with the publication of Swiss Federal
ing Aid to Swiss
entitled 'Free Carriage for Charitable Societies Offer
postal historians,
Soldiers'. This decree, of considerable importance to
. reads:
war, are either received or sent out by the
No. 95 course of the
central committee of the relief society or the cantonal relief
Swiss Postal Authorities
societies (sections) will be exempt from postage.
ORDINANCE
The value of remittances must be declared and these must
of the 28th July 1 870
in sealed postal bags. Money
be submitted to the post office
free of charge.
Exemption from Postage for the Relief Society for Swiss orders are not to be issued
Soldiers Parcels of declared value or which weigh more than 10
not to be accepted by the post offices for graThe Swiss federal council, by decree of July 25th 1870, pounds are
grants for the duration of the war exemption from postage H tuitous delivery.
are to be discharged free of charge,
to the Relief Society for Swiss Soldiers and their families As proof that the articles
for Swiss Soldiers" must be inSociety
"Relief
and
phrase
the
for any correspondence, parcels with no declared value
by means of a stamp or in
either
s,
addres
the
in
ted
corpora
those
Hence,
).
remittances (weighing up to 10 pounds
articles which enter into this category and which, in the handwriting.
'
in that it
One such label of the fourteenthat were issued is unusu
nal Committee in
is arc-rouletted. This was the one for the Internatio
examples can
Geneva. They are not normally postmarked, although rare
be found with datestamps.
mail up until
Labels were pezmitted to be used on Official Red Cross
rare. The postthe outbreak of the First World War, but again are very
International
card here is from the Secretary of the President of the
the 10c franking
Red Cross, Geneva, to Orleans, France. In addition to
tamps of both
it has an oval farmat label, type IX, tied with the dates
Geneva and Orleans in 1903.
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tary sitting at
When I think about this card I can imagine this secre
a thought.
a desk with a supply of them, sticking them on without
I wonder where they have all gone?
took over from
(One was used to identify a cupboard in an office we
1970. Imagine
the Red Cross in the International Centre, Geneva, in
d it off. An
my suprise when I saw it, and the care with which I soake
no gum! Editor.)
item in my collection with a story, even though it has
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86p remains to cover all other costs including insurance, room hire,
stationery, postage and taxes. The Chairman suggested that three rates
be introduced: UK £5, Europe E6, rest of the World E7. The proposal,
seconded by Mr A Balmforth, was put to the vote, the result being:
for 15, against 2. The motion was therefore carried.
Mr P Vaughan, from the Northern Group, in London for the AGM, passed
on the Group's best wishes. Mr Hubbard read out a letter received from
Mr H L Katcher concerning the Stampex exhibit in which it was stated
that 'plans and full details would be sent by Mr Otto Hornung in the
next two weeks'. The Hon. Treasurer wished to place on record his
thanks to Mr A Payne who did an excellent job in auditing the Society's
books. Finally the Hon. Secretary was asked to contact Mr I Gilchrist
to ask if he would be prepared to send out membership information to
any of his clients who were not already Helvetia members.
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 7.55 pm. A very
small auction followed with just under £50 changing hands.
G W Hubbard
MAKE A NOTE NOW -.The next London meeting is on the 9th December, in
the Ballroom of the Victory Services Club when the subject will be
Postal Stationery by Mr F Pickard and Mrs C Scholey, with other members
displaying if time permits. On the 13th January Mr J G A Latham will be
giving a talk and display on Censor Markings.
NORTHERN GROUP - Soldier Stamps was the topic chosen by members for
their meeting in Leeds on the 7th November, with Mrs V Davis from Hull
introducing the subject. She gave a most interesting paper about the
history of the stamps with much information about the Swiss Army, how
it was organised and the role it played in the two World Wars. She also
gave members much useful information about the stamps and how they were
used. In her display was a comprehensive range of stamps with blocks,
covers and cancellations. Mr Hope followed with a display of the First
War issues including many interesting covers and cancellations. Then
Mr I Gilchrist showed examples of the first Swiss Soldier Stamps, both
on and off cover, sheets of advertising labels, examples of original
art work with proofs of the stamps, and some sheets of stamps and covers
for the Red Cross Relief Trains to Poland in 1919.
R A H
THE NEXT MEETINGS - December 5th is the Chairman's Display and on the
9th January Mr Gilchrist will entertain at Pool-in-Wharfedale.
THE MISSING STAMP - Our member Ed C Walton from Ontario suggests that
it was a 40c. 'The rate to France from Baden would have been 40c per
-0- loth, so that the letter 12gr 90c would have been double weight or
80c postage. Double rate for Charge would make it Fr.1.60, so that the
missing stamp would have to be 40c. Does it make sense?' (October issue.)
NEW MAT-GUMMED STAMPS - From Texas C Albert Altwegg Jr. asks if the
difficulties collectors are facing with these issues (DYK Nov.) will
do away, in time, with the 'mint og'? Since Zumstein now price stamps
'on cover' will collectors now show their used stamps on cover? This
is after all what postal history is all about. Furthermore if old stamps
on cover are desirable then why not also modern, even current, as well?
Then used on piece, with full cancel? (Ed. Marcophily? Your views?)
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FISCAL STAMPS - NEW
Did you know? -- M Rutherfo
Aargau 1886 Stempelmarke
-that Pitney Bowes have put the
first 2-colour business franking
•
machine in operation. Date & value
NT c iiiii i7 ; , . :
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marks in red as before, but slogan
,....."or..
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CH,
in
l
usua
the blue part. As is
date
the
d,
worl
the
in
ue
but uniq
A recent find of black prints on
die can be 'lifted' so that the
white-surfaced buff card; values
the
by
d
elle
canc
be
letter must
10c, 20c, 1fr, 2fr & 5fr. Missing
post office. In the early days,
are 40c & 20fr, has anybody seen
date
no
had
ines
mach
1922, Hasler
them? Imperf proofs exist in issued
die at all.
colours and a US source mentions
a
es
issu
PTT
the
year
-that every
them with fiscal cancels. Any infor'Year Set' in booklet form with
F Pickard
mation please.
also
are
they
Now
.
descriptions
*
offering all stamps on one Hawid
* * * * PRESENT TIME * * *
some
in
ady
alre
is
sheet; but it
Why not give membership of the
trouble as it, and the booklet,
Society as a gift to a Junior?
ds
Floo
the
were printed before
stamp. This will now follow in
Leo Baresch Ltd. have gone up in
the 1988 set. Both can be put on
the world - to the 7th floor of
a standing order.
Manfield House, 376 The Strand.
-that a neat way of using the 4There is a lift though and you
figure Swiss postcode is now on
are welcome to browse between
trial, Railway ticket coin ma10 and 5.30, Monday to Friday.
chines; punch in your destination
postcode and out comes the ticket.
-that another surprise in 1987 is
the set of maximum cards from the
HE COMMITTEE
PJ Organisation, but only direct
h).
SEND
from them (see last mont
SON'S GREETD
-that by the time you read this
the
by
0 ALL MEMBERE
it will have been decided
AND WISH THED
Swiss voters, on 6th Dec, if the
with
ed
HAPPY NEW YEfi
SBB/CFF is to be modernis
high-speed trains and other improvements.
-that the first statement from
the sporting body reveals that
a provisional amount of Sfr. 2.4
million has been made on the 1986
\
, ,Boclio
pE-,
ks. 1)
sport stamp.
i:e,
p
stam
-that FDCs of the Floods
24.11.87-9
21.11.877-8 1-',
are now on sale at Philatelic
STEFANO
GEBURTSOFEr ?
Counters, certainly not 'cancelled'
statsta
\<(‘
on the 7th September, but still
r, 1862 -1924
text
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GUTTER PAIRS Not everyone likes them
but for those who do they can provide
interest, being produced for booklets.
In the first type certain values of
the Tell Boy and Tell stamps were prepared in strips of five, the centre
one being a blank with an llmm hole in
the middle, later 9mm and, finally, a
line of vertical perforations.
The Small Landscapes of 1936-50 also
used this method, which allowed for a
binding margin for the booklets, but
then changed to two or three vertical
zig-zag lines. The larger Landscape
issue used two horizontal zig-zag
lines.
Then in 1961 a wide band of crisscross lines came into use, while in
1968-72 strips were issued having a
stamp at each end and three centre
blanks with a wide band of crosses.
The catalogue also includes the
pairs of 1982 for the Centenary of
the Gotthard Railway which have a
pictorial centre 'stamp' with no
value.
With printing on both plain and
phosphor-coated paper the subject
is wider than it at first appears.
EJR

J. S. ARMSTRONG
POSTAGE STAMP DEALER
Recent articles in the Helvetia
Newsletter have indicated some
of the many sidelines which can
be explored.
If your interests lie in this
direction, or if you prefer to
keep to more straightforward
collecting, you still need the
benefit of being able to look at
material in your own home, with
the time to search for those items
which best fit in with your own
studies.
Let me, therefore, send you
selections on approval or against
your Want Lists.

485 MARINE ROAD,
MORECAMBE LA4 6AF
Phone (0524) 414055

Buy the new
ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES 1987/88
71st edition
Prices:

Elm PM
zumsbein
arcpa
1987/88

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Postal fees for Europe:

North
Middle
South
East supplement

SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr. 22.50
SFr. 7.50

SFr. 7.70
SFr. 8.60
SFr. 8.30
postal tarif

Europe East 1986/87
(as long as available)

SFr. 50.--

SFr. 11.--

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1987/88
as usual in colour
'Mk

Alia
zurnsbein
soomek

601bavAmin
..m
OV
MM3

in paper cover
with spiral binding

SFr. 11.-SFr. 13.--

SFr. 7.10
SFr. 7.10

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great
Britain: VERA TRINDER LTD., 38 Bedford Street, Strand London WC2E 9EU
For direct prepayments use postal account number: Berne 30-334-1
thank you

ZUMSbeln

Propr. Hertsch + Co., P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Berne

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG"? We send you
gladly a specimen copy free of charge, with no obligation whatsoever.
Published by the Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain
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